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from
IAN MARSHALL
New Bedford proved to be a splendid choice for
our annual meeting weekend. It is an old town, full
of character, with a grand maritime history. This
includes sea trade of the Quaker merchants, and
early ties with the Portuguese derived from their
fishing on the Grand Banks and especially with
people from the Azores Islands. We learned in the course of a well-informed
boat tour of the harbor (in pouring rain), that it is the nation’s leading fishing
port in terms of value of catch landed, and has been so for several years. The
port is bursting with activity. We must have seen over 400 fishing vessels in
the harbor.
New Bedford is home to two fine museums, the Fine Art Museum which
was the fifth and final venue for the ASMA 30th Anniversary Exhibition, and
the Whaling Museum which hosted our AGM and also gave us a reception on
the Friday. For the reception they had thoughtfully mounted a special exhibition of marine paintings to mark the occasion; a lovely show of 19th century
work by New Bedford painters, largely devoted to whaling. I was delighted to
come across one old favorite, Dwight Tryon’s painting of “After a Storm, New
Bedford Harbor, 1887” and one new to me, William Edward Norton’s bow
quarter view of a whaling ship on a vivid blue-grey sea with a flash of green
copper sheathing at her bow.
The permanent display in this museum is both dramatic and at the same time
absorbingly interesting. It was a remarkable experience to walk beneath the
skeleton of a female Northern Right Whale, and more amazing still to discover
that this creature harbors the skeleton of a 10-month old whale fetus (which
itself is as large as that of a cow). Whaling was of enormous economic importance in its day, but it was a horribly gory business. New Bedford displays the
whole culture of whaling in all its aspects.
The high point of the weekend, for me, was the sparkling talk given by
Louie Howland after our Bob Skemp dinner on Saturday evening. It was not
easy to hear him, and I have asked the editor to see if it can be printed in full
in the ASMA Journal at some point in the coming year. Howland, who comes
from a New Bedford shipping family, is a cognoscente of maritime books and
marine art. He talked about the marine painters of New Bedford, and those
with sharp eyes will have noticed a painting of one of the family’s ships which
his father had donated to the Whaling Museum.
The tradition continues, for our Signature Member Mike Mazer generously
presented some of his own work to the Museum, at a short ceremony immediately before the Annual Meeting.
On County Street, New Bedford contains an impressive collection of lovely
houses from the height of its prosperity, and the southern coast of Massachusetts holds many gems. On Sunday, which was a glorious day, we went for
lunch to the famous yachting center of Marion, departure point for Bermuda
races. Later in the day Bob Walker, who had played a large part in enabling
ASMA to have our meetings in New Bedford, showed us his house on the
shore in South Dartmouth. He has a splendid collection of 19th century marine
paintings which he gathered together in the course of a naval career. The view
from his house, looking out across Buzzard’s Bay towards Martha’s Vineyard,
seemed on that Fall evening like a painting glowing with low light from the
setting sun.
My president’s report is contained in the draft minutes of the Annual GenContinued on Page 4
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From the Fo’c’sle
NEWS OF INTEREST
from OUR READERS...

from
ROBERT SEMLER
Whoa! What’s this? Where did all the color
come from in this issue? Why did the e-mail
and website information pages vanish? Why
is this issue only 28 pages? Those are certainly reasonable questions.
Well, for one thing, ASMA is not standing still. It has always been our goal to move forward and continue
to improve and readjust our newsletter. We had a very meaningful
discussion on this at the New Bedford Board Meeting and now it is
time to share this with you, as well as offer answers to the questions
presented above.
OK. Do you want the good news or bad news first? Where have we
heard that before? Actually what may initially seem like bad news is
really not. So let’s get that behind us now.
The e-mail and website pages. It may seem like it is a bad thing for
them to disappear, but let me assure you, they will not disappear for
good. E-mail and websites are some of our best links to members and
a way to stay in touch, and enjoy each others works of art. We also
want to figure a better way to present them to you without having to
take up so many pages of valuable space in the newsletter. After all,
economics determine many of our decisions, too. With this issue, we
would have had to have started a page 3 and we could not justify the
space taken that we could use for other material, especially color. Yes,
you say, but you dropped 4 pages, so why not run them? True, we
would have had room for those pages, but would then have had nothing to fill the void, since we must always increase or decrease space by
4-page increments. We cannot justify “padding” a newsletter either. A
nice tight edition is much better than a loose one with nothing meaningful in it. Plus, I run what I get and if I don’t have it, well.... you
know. I do have 2 articles in the files, that are not dated but interesting,
and those I will hold for when they can nicely fill the space. Or when
I REALLY need them.
Anyway, before I get side-tracked, let me tell you about some alternative plans for these missing pages. At the AGM this year, the
Board voted to hire a professional firm to take over our ASMA website, giving it the professional look it needs and also incorporating a
lot more important items that we need as a professional art organization to be able to survive in this electronic age, along with making
sure the world out there knows what high quality organization we are.
Today, it is generally the website of a society that gets the public’s
first impression. One of the ideas is to incorporate into these pages
a “members” area which would be exclusive to all ASMA members,
as is being done on so many websites these days. This area would be
accessible only by a user name and password. The other idea is to
continue to publish them in the newsletter, but perhaps only once a
year. With the mailing of the January issue, we will be including these
pages as a separate insert so that everyone will have them. Perhaps in
July, we could repeat them again with corrections. We wish to get you
this information and at the same time streamline our operations.
I think I actually answered the question about why this is 28 pages,
so I’ll let that one breeze by for the moment, although the decision
also ties in with the answer to the next question. Where did the inContinued on Page 20

Mike Mazur’s ‘tale of two’: Mike had two paintings accepted in
the International Society of Marine painters exhibition at the Ventura
Maritime Museum where he won two awards. Two of his paintings in
the collection of the USCG were part of an international exhibition
(total 25 paintings) at the Zeeland Maritime Museum in Vlissingen
Holland to represent the 400th anniversary of the European founding
of New York (New Amsterdam) by Henry Hudson for the Dutch West
Indies Co. Twenty-two of his maritime paintings of the South Coast
were on exhibit in a one-man invitational at the Cape Cod Museum
of Art in Dennis, MA from March-May 2009. That exhibition was the
first to be sponsored by the Arthur W. McMurtry Memorial Fund of
the CCMA Endowment Fund established to support an annual exhibition of a living artist expected to merit national attention. Two maritime paintings were accepted in the Watercolor USA 2009 exhibition
at the Springfield Art Museum in MO, and he has two paintings in the
16th Annual Maritime Exhibition at the Coos Art Museum, Oregon.
Mike’s work will also be included in the Pritzker Military Library in
Chicago in the fall as part of a Coast Guard Exhibit.
As Charlie Robinson’s wonderful article in the Fine Art Connoisseur Magazine commented, Maritime Art began to flourish in the
Netherlands, in the 17th century. coming to American in the early 19th
century. Now in celebration of the 400th anniversary, American maritime paintings are completing the cycle, returning to the Netherlands
in the 21st century.
ASMA News and Journal editor Robert Semler had one of his
Coast Guard paintings featured in the US Naval Institute publication Proceedings as a full page introduction for an article titled “To
Fight And Save” by Lieutenant Craig Allen, Jr, USCG. The painting,
“Guardians At Work”, specifically created for the magazine, was created from research material Bob gathered while in Cape May, NJ, on
deployment to create a painting of the then prototype 47’ Motor Life
Boat, several years ago. The USNI sister publication, Naval History
magazine also published a feature about Bob and his Coast Guard art
in a past issue.
Cathy Ferrell’s “Abaco Hogfish” (14”
x 14” x 10” bronze) has been selected to
be one of eleven sculptures in the National Sculpture Society’s Exhibition at
the Tampa Bay Performing Arts Center,
beginning in October 2009. This exhibit
will remain on display throughout the season.
ASMA Signature Member Val Sandell’s painting titled, “ Morning
Shimmer” is included in the
American Impressionist Society’s 10th Annual National
Juried Exhibition. The show
runs from October 23 to December 1, ‘09 at Saks Galleries
in Denver, CO. Val is a Signature Member of AIS.
Continued on Page 20
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MEMBERSHIP INFORMATION
CHANGE OF ADDRESS

NEW MEMBERS
Barry J. Butterworth
799 Shermantown Rd.
Saunderstown, RI 02874

Jory E. Moon
510 Alicia Way
Los Alros, CA 94022

Harvey Bayer
104 Hillman Ave.
Glen Rock, NJ 07452-3638

Kerry Eriksen
925 N. Atlantic Drive
Lantana, FL 33462

Don Reggio
4231 Glen Vista Ct.
Duluth, GA 30097

Jim Christley
216 Brantley Harbor Drive
St. Augustine, FL 32086

Micaiah Hardison
P.O. Box 601
Cardiff-by-the-Sea, CA
92007

Hodges Soileau
1349 Kimball Rd.
Venice, FL 34293

Rick Dickinson
P.O. Box 16
Southport, ME 04576

Steven R. Hill
783 Port Stanley Rd.
Lopez Island, WA 98261

Honorary Members

Fran Kievet
8826 SE 16th Ave.
Portland, OR 97202
Arthur Moniz
28 Smith Street
Fairhaven, MA 02719

Graham Stiles
1461 Cathys Lane
No. Wales, PA 18454

Sharon Way-Holland
30 Sunset Drive
Sayville, NY 11782.
S. Yarmouth, MA 02664

Robert Webb
1111 Main Road,
Phippsburg, ME 04562

Book & Video News and Reviews
The Artistic Legacy of John Prentiss Benson
A beautiful 3-volume
set of hardbound books
crossed my desk recently
that stunned me when I
received them. I was not
all that familiar with the
work of John Prentiss
Benson, until I got a
lovely e-mail from new
member Margaret Betts.
Margaret was the inspiration
behind having this series
published and also wrote
the introductory chapter in Volume One, “About The Artist”. The books,
edited by Nicholas J. Baker, are a true labor of love. All three volumes share
what amounts to limited text, but each contains hundreds of reproductions
of Prentiss’s paintings, meticulously notated with information and a small
graph for each titled: “of interest”. In addition, there are quite a few in each
volume that are reproduced in color. An extremely prolific artist, John’s
over 700 paintings have mostly maritime themes, but, as you will read in
Volume 2, called “Artistic Diversity”, we see his many other projects such
as murals, graphic design, bas-relief carvings, cabinet making, etc. And, if
that were not enough, in Volume 3 we learn all about his architecture and
some of the fine homes he designed for others.
Prentiss was born in Salem, MA in 1865 and died in 1947. He and
his wife Bessie raised 4 children and lived in such places as Plainfield,
NJ, Flushing, NY and Kittery, ME, in their home named “Willowbrook.
Bessie passed away in 1938. After her death, John married her long time
nurse, Bambi. His story is a fascinating tale, both in his personal life, but
especially in his artistic life.
In speaking with Margaret, she had indicated that the purpose of the
three-volume catalogue raisonné, was not to make money but to lead an
adventure into discovering a fine maritime artist, one who is not as well
known as he should be. She thought this would be the perfect opportunity
to introduce him to so many maritime artists in our membership, who, as
myself, are not that aware of John and his work.
Now, here’s the real treat! This 3-volume set is available for only
Continued on Page 24
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President’s Report - Continued from Page 2

eral Meeting, which is printed elsewhere in this issue. I want to draw
attention to two things.
One, is the state of the membership. We had expected to feel the
shriveling effect of the national financial crisis, we expected to lose
members, and we expected to see a somewhat lower attendance at the
AGM.
In fact, I am happy to tell you that ASMA is pretty spry. We lost just
over 20% of the membership over the past year and gained a little more,
and this is typical of our experience over the years. More importantly,
few Signature Members have been obliged to leave, and for every one
who dropped out, three have joined - 32 new Signature Members and 2
Fellows were elected to the Society in the last 12 months. Attendance
at the annual weekend was a little higher than in the last 2 years.
In my view, the chief factor behind this is the high quality of the 30th
Anniversary (14th National) Exhibition, and the fact that it has been
shown successively in five public art galleries in as many states over
the last 18 months. There have also been several very successful Regional Shows, one of which also traveled to several venues. These are
the most important activities of any art society, and we are measured
by the quality of our shows.
The second thing I want to draw your attention to is the importance
of public relations, including the Society’s website. We have done several things, we have printed a smart new flier which spells out afresh
the purpose of the Society, and this includes a businesslike membership application. (Get copies from Peter Maytham to use in recruiting!)
We have cranked-up the ASMA News and Journal, printing it in color,
and the Journal includes more in the way of major articles, as well as
our usual contributors’ articles and business pages. We have started
to employ a professional firm to upgrade and maintain our website,
to bring it up-do-date, to give it more animation, and to more rapidly
respond to fresh applications for posting members’ work. (Make use of
it yourself! Here is a valuable resource to you in your career, and at the
same time a public exposition of the real quality of ASMA.)
Finally, there has been a lot of work done, particularly by Charlie
Robinson, to augment the publicity afforded to ASMA by the deposit
of records with the Smithsonian, for recognition by Fine Art Connoisseur magazine, and by other publications. This achievement has been
supported by small but steady expenditure on advertising in the important art journals.
Two members have recently been honored, and featured in journals
and in public museums, one for his generous contributions to the cause
of conservation in Chesapeake Bay and the other for research on the
early Dutch settlements on the Hudson River. They, together with many
other members, have helped to enrich the public recognition of ASMA.
I should like to touch on two membership matters. One, is the election of two new Fellows: Joe McGurl and Kim Shaklee. Both are distinguished artists, and Kim is only our second sculptor Fellow. Two
highly regarded artists who are past Fellows, Victor Mays and John
Stobart, have rejoined the Society and been installed as Fellows Emeritus. They join Norma Jay, Willard Bond, Don Stoltenberg and Bill
Ryan, all of them long-time Fellows who have sought retirement from
active duty and been elected to the rank of Fellow Emeritus.
Finally, I draw your attention to the change in title from Artist Member to Signature Member. It was thought that there had been possibly
room for confusion. The privilege of using the acronym ASMA has
always been reserved for those elected as Signature Members, and that
now says it all. The majority of leading art societies in this country now
follow the same usage.
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From Christine’s
Log Book...
THOUGHTS AND PERSONAL REFLECTIONS
from CHRISTINE DIEHLMANN
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Len Mizerek. Our ASMA activities crossed those of both the New
Bedford Art Museum, housing our 30th National Exhibition, and the
New Bedford Whaling Museum. We thank the officials and members
of both museums for their outstanding co-operation and hospitality.
As I mentioned, when Ian Marshall thanked me for my efforts as
Chairman, this undertaking was truly the work of many hands. As a
side note, this level of ASMA members pitching in is the norm rather
than the exception. We are the most “connected” art society I have
ever encountered.
I think I also need to mention something else here. We have all
experienced in our various societies or volunteer groups, some who
consistently go all out and produce splendid work so often that we
tend to consider it the usual, so don’t recognize them when the lists of
congratulations or thanks are given. It is even harder to do this when
our specially recognized “Iron Men of ASMA” are the ones due credit.
So, let’s give thanks to Charlie Robinson, who works constantly to
find exhibition venues and without whom our 30th National would
still be in the dream folder. Also needing recognition is Bob Semler
who consistently produces our NEWS & JOURNAL keeping us all
informed as well as being the glue keeping us all together.

There was a time this summer when I considered changing the
name of my column to “The Marvelous Adventures of Christine at the
Beach”. Fortunately, I thought better of it! However, following that
wonderful air show beachside, we were there to watch two hurricanes
as they grazed the coast heading north in the Atlantic. Dan was a
fizzle - not any more than our average Northeaster. Bill, on the other
hand, was just delightful! This hurricane was quite strong, far enough
offshore to give us huge waves rolling at speeds to crash and foam
in enormous froth onto shore. Sometimes the waves were double,
Billy and I arrived in New Bedford late Thursday night after hitting
catching up to each other and colliding. The waves would rise to eight,
a
bit
of traffic from Newark through New York. What we had forgotten
ten feet or more, then roll over gathering power as they rushed to
was
the lack of roadside gas and food stops on the New England
shore. The foam was so strong; it would shoot up in the air in little
Thruway.
We had a little adventure looking for gas in Stonington,
towers above the usual standard
CT, home of Fellow and Board
line of roaring surf. We had all
member David Bareford.
this to watch on a bright, warm,
Having seen his beautiful
sunny day with only a gentle
National entry four times, I
ocean breeze. The noise was
am still strongly inclined to
another matter. For an artist like
make away with it whenever I
me who paints ocean waves, it
see it. We got a jump start on
was heaven. The photographer
learning about New Bedford
in me was equally delighted.
and the museums when we had
The storm cut away some of
lunch at Freestones with Bob
Ocean City, Maryland’s dunes to
and Jane Walker who live
leave a sharp drop by the entrance
there now after spending many
pathways. Ocean City has been
years in the military. Thanks to
building a layer of protective
Peter Maytham, for sharing his
dunes for many years now.
friends with us! I particularly
Our building has another dune
enjoyed the lunch since the
of its own as do many others.
morning was a working one for
It is interesting to note that
Ocean City, MD • Waves created by Hurricane Bill
the Board. As planned, many
our regular beach replenishment
of
the
group took a harbor tour of
program has left our dunes higher as successive storms push the sand
New
Bedford
and
neighboring
Fairhaven,
where we all stayed, on
to shore. From above, one can also see the sand stretching about one
hundred feet out under water. Before Bill came through we had a hill board the “Acushnet”. Despite the pouring rain, everyone had a good
going down to the water, then a dip before it leveled off then rose time. Both of these cities have extensive fishing fleets so material for
again to the dunes. Bill’s high tides created one of those beach back future painting was abundant.
We all had to sprint through torrential rain to be on time for the
rivers that the toddlers just love. Of course, all of that water needed to
go back out again so two minor sand cliffs were etched down by the wine and cheese reception hosted by the New Bedford Whaling
riptide. They were high enough for my nephew to do a back flip down Museum for ASMA and New Bedford Art Museum guests. This
to the ground below! A week later, the beach was much as usual. I is a fascinating museum about the New Bedford whaling men and
am always fascinated by the everyday changes wrought by wind and their ships. They have a half-size model of a whaling ship around
which part of the museum was built! It is part of a whole collection
wave on the beach.
We did not have a hurricane during the Annual General Meeting of historical nineteenth century buildings called the New Bedford
in New Bedford, but we certainly did have a genuine first class Whaling National Historical Park. Wonderful architecture! The
Northeaster. At this point I need to thank my AGM Committee for schooner “Ernestina”, launched in 1894 is docked beside all of the
their wonderful work planning this first AGM without Nancy Stiles present day fishing boats. She is now a working educational ship but
at the helm. Peter Maytham, Mike Killelea and Lisa Goodman, spent her earlier days fishing off the Grand Banks of Newfoundland,
our lady on the scene, spent many hours trying to ensure that sailing to the Arctic and also bringing immigrants to their new country.
everything went well. We also could not have pulled all this together The Whaling Museum produced a display for ASMA of several of
without Charles Rice, Bob and Jane Walker, Mike Mazer and the their most historical whaling paintings, including several of those by
Exhibition Committee led by Charlie Robinson, Mike Killelea and

Continued on Page 6
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Christine’s Logbook - Continued from Page 5

artist William Bradford. It was while we were wandering around this
exhibit that I had the pleasure of meeting first time attendee, Efrain
Fay. New Bedford was also home to Albert Bierstadt (Remember
those Bierstadt’s paintings hung at the same time as our National at
the Vero Beach Museum of Fine Art) and Albert Pinkham Ryder.
I had to drag Billy kicking and screaming out of the Whaling
Museum with a promise of a return visit the next day. It was time to
set off for our dinner at the Bittersweet Farm Inn. This was a beautiful
setting with superb atmosphere and food. However, the longish ride
through the dark, stormy night was not something I think we should
repeat in the future. However, the New Bedford area has a scant supply
of restaurants that can accommodate our group. One happy outcome of
the drive was the pairing up in car pools. Joan Hooper hit the jackpot
and became Willard Bond’s chauffeur for the weekend. Besides
his fluid colorful “paintings of the wind”, Willard is famous for his
engaging personality.
Billy and I split up
and shared different
tables for dinner. Fellow
Peter Egeli and his wife,
Stu have always done
the same and shared
their time and charming
personalities with a
considerable
number
of members over the
years. This year they
had the company of their
daughter, Lisa, who
Another result of Hurricane Bill
is an ASMA Signature
Member. I had the happy luck to sit beside Willard and share a table
with Joan Hooper and three members I had never met before as well
as John and Judith Roach. Billy had dinner with Bob and Phyllis
Semler, Don and Vivian Norris and Lois and Dave Toole. That table
was “old home week” for sure! This is the biggest problem at the
ASMA AGM Weekends - one never has enough time to spend with
all the many friends who are attending! ASMA North Advisor Steve
Lush was sitting at our table and I met him for the first time in person.
I wanted to introduce him to fellow North Advisor Lois Salmon
Toole but missed my chance as Steve was only attending part of the
weekend. Steve is no longer an Advisor. He is ASMA North’s new
Regional Representative, taking over from the retiring Joan Hooper.
Joan has a long list of accomplishments and history with ASMA and
has offered to be available to Steve if he needs help. Steve also had
an offer of help from Phil Cusumano. They both hail from the same
parts and share a history of commercial sailing as well as art. The
computer used to set up the NEWS & JOURNAL has insisted that
Steve Lush is an Advisor for ASMA West. Sorry West Coast! Steve
belongs to ASMA North.
Phil may have started a new ASMA tradition. While sitting next to
Willard, he showed him some photos of his art work. Well, Willard
had some of his own to show, as did I. Charles Sharpe and Steve
Lush had business cards with their art pictured on them. Pretty soon
the whole table was passing around pictures of their paintings. I am
here and now making the suggestion that everyone attending the next
AGM bring small photos of their work to the dinners and begin a
tradition of passing them around to get acquainted with both the artist
and their work.
Our after dinner speaker was Dick Moore. Dick, a former ASMA
President, is also a former minister and Navy man. He has the
wonderful talent of being an interesting and entertaining speaker as
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well as one who is quite knowledgeable about boats and painting itself.
He is well known as one of our best painters of water. Dick’s topic
was the ASMA spring painting excursion on the Chesapeake Ram
Schooner, the Victory Chimes. He came prepared with still photos and
video which Charles Rice showed as Dick spoke. Charles, creator of
the ASMA North website, was quite helpful during the Board meeting
preparations as well as creating our name tags and assisting Lisa with
various Hospitality Room chores.
As promised, we returned to the Whaling Museum for our AGM.
I am sure there will be a complete report on this, but I’ll mention a
few highlights. ASMA West’s Regional Rep Alan Ryall and Fellow
Russ Kramer were elected to the Board of Directors. Russ will be
the Managing Fellow this year while Kim Shaklee will be Deputy
Managing Fellow. I am so glad I saw Kim at the Board meetings but
was disappointed we couldn’t visit together longer. (That old ASMA
AGM Problem!) We have put color NEWS & JOURNAL editions in
the budget. Yeah! And our next National Exhibition is still a work in
progress. We generally don’t make announcements until the ink is dry
on the contracts. ASMA East with Don Norris and Mike Killelea at
the helm are set to receive entries for “ Blue Water/Still Water” which
will travel from its opening at Delaware’s Biggs Museum to the
Washington County Museum of Fine Art and then on to Buffalo’s
Naval Park Museum. Entry deadline is February 1st, 2010. The
exhibition runs from March 5th thru October 31, 2010. More exact
directions are in the July 2009 NEWS & JOURNAL. Don, who holds
the title of one of our best ever Board Secretaries is also an original
developer of our educational program. Mike, besides being our
Regional Chair, has been voted our most intrepid plein air painter. He
was out in bad weather on the Victory Chimes as well as leading New
Bedford’s plein air group in the pouring rain - painting the fishing fleet
from under a bridge overpass.
Before the AGM, the Whaling Museum accepted several paintings
by Mike Mazer into their private collection. The new Board had a
brief meeting before we all dispersed to explore New Bedford. Billy
and I ended up back at Freestone’s for lunch with Bob and Phyllis
Semler and John and Judith Roach. The Fellows occupied a nearby
room for their get together. The New Bedford Museum of Art was
open for ASMA artists to see the 30th National for the last time.
The plein air painters
found their spot and
we all checked out the
fishing fleet. Late in
the afternoon the Art
Museum broke down
the show and artists
were able to pick up
their paintings.
We all gathered at
the Waterfront Grille
for cocktails and the
View from the Waterfront Grille
annual Bob Skemp
Dinner. Many of Bob Skemp’s family members were in attendance.
They brought one of his paintings which clearly showed all what
beautiful art he created as one of our first founders. We had a chance
to visit with Cathy Ferrell, who we first met in Vero Beach, FL when
she hosted a luncheon for ASMA during the opening weekend. We got
to know each other better in Delaware when she was in our car pool as
we toured the local museums. Bill and Carolyn Doying and Willard
Bond completed out table. We had ringside seats for the keynote
speaker, Llewellyn Howland III, with whom both Joan Hooper and
Cathy Ferrell could claim kinship. Howie is one of Ian Marshall’s
Continued on Page 25
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Minutes from the Annual General Meeting
American Society of Marine Artists
New Bedford Whaling Museum • New Bedford, MA
9 a.m. - September 12, 2009 • 9:15 a.m.
Presentation of Michael Mazer’s work to New Bedford Whaling Museum
President Ian Marshall introduced Mr. James Russell - President of the New Bedford Whaling Museum. Mr. Russell announced that the Museum would be bringing three paintings down for viewing from those donated by ASMA member; Michael Mazer. Michael has donated his work to be included in the collection of over
400,000 objects at the New Bedford Whaling Museum.
Mr. Russell’s presentation brought to light the question: “When does history actually begin?” The Museum recognized the importance of collecting works from
artists who are working in the area. Mr. Russell encouraged other artists to come
to the Museum for consideration. He concluded his presentation by introducing
Mike Mazer to the membership. Michael spoke briefly to extend his gratitude to
the Museum for including his work in their collection and hopes that the public
will be able to view his works in the future.
9:25 a.m.
The meeting was called to order.
Ian Marshall introduced the Board of Directors to the membership.
Approval of 2008 Minutes
Ian called for approval the Minutes from the 2008 annual meeting which had been
previously published in the July 2008 issue of the ASMA News and Journal. Hard
copies were available for members to pick up on entering the room. Mike Killelea
made a motion to approve the Minutes as presented. Maris Platais seconded the
motion. The Minutes were approved as presented.
Election of Directors
Ian Marshall addressed the membership with an explanation of the process that is
now in place for progressively introducing 3-year terms for directors. This avoids
having all positions up for election at the same time.
The last four Directors currently serving on the Board under the old arrangements
were nominated for election to three year terms. They were: Charles Raskob Robinson, Christine Diehlmann, David Bareford and Michael Killelea.
Willard Bond made a motion to approve the Nominations as presented. The motion was seconded by John Charles Roach. The motion passed unanimously.
Alan Ryall and Russ Kramer were nominated as new members for election to the
Board. Approval of those nominated would increase the Board of Directors to 14
members. Willard Bond made the motion to approve Alan Ryall and Russ Kramer
to serve on the Board of Directors. The motion was seconded by Leonard Mizerek.
The motion was passed unanimously by the membership.
Proposed Changes to the ASMA By-Laws
President Marshall addressed the membership about making three changes to the
By-Laws to define the categories for membership. All three changes had been
described in the last issue of ASMA News, and printed copies of the text had been
e-mailed out to the membership at least 10 days before the AGM and laid out on
the table at the entrance.
Membership Categories
Three changes are intended to clarify the nature of the various classes of membership. The most important one is to change the word Artist Member to Signature
Member. This term is widely used by other national art organizations.
1. Change Artist Member to Signature Member.
This is a more descriptive terminology for working members and would help
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eliminate confusion. Signature Members would be defined in the same way
as Artist Members; that is: Those members who create art dealing with maritime themes and whose work has been judged to exhibit a level of proficiency
for Signature Member designation. Signature Members are allowed to use
ASMA following their name as a privilege of their membership status.
2. Addition of Student Member.
The Society has for some time been admitting student members, and the ByLaws should be revised accordingly. Student Members would be defined as:
Those attending high schools, colleges, or universities who are interested in
entering the field are invited to join the society initially as a student member. This carries a reduced fee and does not have voting rights.
3. Addition of Honorary Member.
In the past the Board has on rare occasions found the need to appoint an
honorary member. There are at present just two. This rank ought to be
defined in the By-Laws. Honorary Members are appointed by the Board
“in recognition of special services rendered to the cause of marine art or
to the Society.”
Discussion followed on the subject of the terms Signature Membership and Lisa
Egeli enumerated a number of the most prestigious art societies in the country
which now used this term.
Michael Mazer made a motion to accept the changes to the ASMA by-laws in
regard to the membership classifications as presented. Lisa Egeli seconded the
motion. The motion was approved unanimously.
The membership was asked to approve changes in the ASMA By-Laws to include the use of E-mail and Teleconferencing to assist conducting business among
Board Members. All board decisions made through the use of E-mail or teleconferencing will be ratified at the annual meeting of the Board to be certain that such
decisions will be valid under New York State law.
Proposed change: (Shown in bold type)
Article IV
Section 6
“Meeting of the Board of Directors shall be called by the President on his own initiative whenever in his judgment it may be deemed necessary, or by the Secretary
upon request of any two members of the Board of Directors.
Notice of meeting of the Board shall be delivered to all Directors by one of the
following methods:
1. Fourteen days notice of meetings shall be given to all Directors when
being sent by mail.
Or
2. Seven days notice of meetings shall be given to all Directors through the
use of E-mail or telephone.
Ian Marshall made a motion to approve the By-Law changes to accept the use of
E-mail and teleconferencing as an additional method for conducting business and
Board Meetings for the Board of Directors. Robert Lagasse seconded the motion.
The motion was approved unanimously by the membership.
Presidents Report
President Ian Marshall gave the following report to the membership:
1. ASMA owes an enormous debt to Peter Maytham, our treasurer, for stepping
in to fill the shoes of our much-loved Nancy Stiles. She had “kept the shop”
for over 20 years.
Continued on Page 19
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make up for this fatal flaw. Obvious in both
cases, yes, but it was the observation in this
cross-fertilization of two very different disciplines that drove the importance of both
home to me.

NOTES FROM

“In the field of observation, chance
favors only the prepared mind.”

by Charles Raskob Robinson

Observation. Many of the artists interviewed in this column over nearly fifteen
years have cited the critical importance of observation in art. Not so long
ago I had the good fortune of assisting Don Demers, a Fellow in our Society, in one of the plein
air workshops run by the
Fellows in conjunction
with fine art colleges. Don
underscored the point by
insisting that before anyone in the class painted anything she or he
first sit and observe the subject for a long
period of time.

A recent discussion for the patrons of
the Metropolitan Opera in New York City
hosted by its world acclaimed Artistic Director, James Lawrence Levine (b. 1943), and
the multi-faceted President of the adjoining
Julliard School of Music at Lincoln Center,
Joseph W. Polisi (b. 1947), provided another example of the value of observation
in another art form, music.1 They discussed
the past season and their excitement for
the coming one. In the course of their dialogue, Levine spoke about listening to the
hundreds of auditions over the years of talented artists seeking to join either the Met
or the BSO. He said they were “good and
professionally competent” but rarely did he
encounter a performer who brought that
“certain magic that made one want to just
spend the rest of the day lost in what he was
hearing.” He went on and, to paraphrase
him, “They try so hard and yet few reach the
level where the magic occurs. Why is this?
I think it often has to do with the artist being
unwilling – or psychologically unable – to
take the risk of bringing that something extra that only they can offer and, as a result
the magic eludes them.”

Observation is the noun associated
with the creative process of the visual arts
but it or its equivalent is key in other art
forms as well. Moreover, it helps discern
how the tenets of one art form or the discipline of a profession can teach one about
those in other art forms or professions. I first
saw this when I was a Wall Street banker
by day (decades ago when discipline was
associated with that profession) and an art
student at the Art Students’ League in New
York City by night. I realized how learning the disciplines of art taught me more
clearly the assumed and often unarticulated
disciplines of banking. I observed, for instance, that unless a painting was built on
the bedrock of composition, no amount of
technique and flourish would compensate
for this basic inadequacy. The final painting
would just not hold up and survive critical
judgment. This observation about my thennew discipline of art brought into clear focus
the importance of similar basics in banking: If the structure of a loan failed to insure
through common business sense that the
bank would be repaid by the borrower, no
amount of fancy wording, bells and whistles
or legalese in the loan agreement could

I thought of the similarity of this statement with the famous one made by Pasteur
in the field of experimental science. Just to
be in the arena - to get an audition with the
Met or the BSO - one had to be “good and
professionally competent” – or to use Pasteur’s words have a “prepared mind”– but
that was not sufficient for there had to be
that “certain magic” or “chance” for unusual
success to occur. One had to be prepared
but also willing to take risk for the chance
of reaching a higher level or truth. And then
I thought this was the real story of Bill Davis: From his humble beginning and limited
background in fine art he drove himself to
learn what was necessary to be “good and
competent professionally” but all along his
thirty-year career always sought that “certain magic” and was willing to take risks
to achieve it. He studied and examined
the works of Nineteenth Century artists he
admired so much. He began focused on
the very narrow field of ship portraits and
earned a reputation for painting 19th Century side-wheelers. He then broadened his
horizons and took on tromp’oeil painting
while doing coastal and harbor scenes in
the Luminists tradition. Again successful,

Brush Hill Studios, Washington, CT
Readers of
this column know
that it is designed
to introduce members of the Society to each other,
to discuss their
professional and personal experiences
as artists, to analyze their techniques and
approaches to their art, etc. Since the
Smithsonian Institution takes these articles and uses them as the basis to create Vertical Files for each of the artists
interviewed (a total of about seventy at
this point) and makes the information
available to the public and since the Library of Congress and now the Thomas
J. Watson Research Library at the Metropolitan Museum of Art in New York
City collect the ASMA News and Journal, our potential audience has grown
substantially. But however large our audience grows, hopefully these articles benefit
readers and enhance their appreciation of
the rich heritage of marine art in the United
States and how Society members have significantly and substantially contributed to it
in recent generations.
In the last issue we met Signature
Member West Fraser and looked the extraordinary career of deceased Fellow Fred
Freeman. This time we will look at the life of
one of our newly elected Fellows, William
Robert Davis.
(Footnotes)

Levine, a graduate of Julliard and professional pianist,
became the principal conductor at the Met in 1973 and
its Artistic Director (a newly created position) in 1986.
He also was active as a conductor of leading symphony
orchestras in Europe for many years before being named
conductor of the Boston Symphony Orchestra in 1996,
an arrangement he cherishes since he “no longer has to
commute across the Atlantic and several time zones.”
Prior to becoming the President of the Julliard School
of Music in 1984, Polisi was, like his father, a professional
bassoonist. Originally on a track for the Foreign Service,
he had earned a Masters degree from the Fletcher School
of Diplomacy and Law at Tuffs University before he
returned to music that he had schooled in all along and
got a Doctor of Musical Arts degree from Yale University.
In addition to transforming Julliard – much as Levine has
the Met and the BSO, Polisi has written books including
The Artist as Citizen and American Muse: The Life and
Times of William Schuman.

1

Louis Pasteur (1822 – 1895)

WILLIAM ROBERT DAVIS, Fellow,
Harwich, MA
Website: www.williamrdavis.net
“You can observe a lot just by watching.”
Lawrence Peter “Yogi” Berra (b.1925)
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he then challenged himself and attacked
totally different subject matter, still life painting. Once he demonstrated his professional
competence, he could well have settled
there for the market liked what he painted
and he was financially successful. But he
did not. Rather, he continued to take risk to
achieve “that something extra” that only he
can offer. Therein lies the excitement of his
story.
The Beginning: Building Professional
Competence Out of Whole Cloth But
Using 19th Century Patterns
When Bill Davis graduated from the
Barnstable High School on Cape Cod in
1970, his formal education in art ended.
He had excelled in drawing from an early
age and in high school was always seen in
the art classrooms when given a choice. He
had some lessons in drawing, painting and,
importantly, he had four years of mechanical drawing – a discipline that computers
and cad cams have largely replaced but
which proved invaluable in rendering the
side-wheelers that launched his career as
a marine artist years later. Although he continued his formal education at the Cape Cod
Community College later that year, the curriculum – especially wanting in art – failed
to keep his interest so he joined his father’s
company. William Robert Davis, Sr. had
been a banker with the prestigious State
Street Bank in Boston and lived with his
wife, Carolyn Robbins Davis, in suburban
Somerville when Bill, Jr. arrived on May 4,
1952. After moving to another Boston suburb as the family grew, Bill, Sr. followed an
entrepreneurial urge and a desire for a better quality of life so he moved the family2 to
Hyannis Port, a village in the Town of Barnstable on Cape Cod where he established
a company specializing in heating and airconditioning. Bill grew up in this historic
area where Sandy Neck Beach is located
and which offers beautiful marsh views from
(Footnotes)

Bill is the eldest of six children: Susan, John, Brian,
Mark, and Steven. Susan is an accomplished quilter but
none of siblings has shown any talent in visual arts. His
mother and his paternal great Aunt Claire were, however,
gifted in pencil drawing.
3
The Beetle family of New Bedford, MA created this
very attractive 12’ gaff rigged catboat in 1921. They are
still built today in the traditional way of plank on frame
but the boatyard is now in Wareham, MA.
4
Sally Lamotte Crane, “The Solitudes of Nature:
Landscape Painting with the New American Luminists,”
Cape Cod Life, August 2000, p.78.
5
Karen Aude, “Contemporary Marine Art: Bill Davis
Sets the Trend,” Cape Cod Life, Fall, 1984, p. 127.
6
For two and a half years in the early 1990’s Davis had for
his studio in the Cape Cod windmill on the Bass River.
In 1992 he opened his first gallery in the old Barnstable
village barbershop on Main Street until he moved on to
a small gallery and then a larger one in Dennis. When
they closed this one in late 1997, they got out of the retail
business entirely.
2

Sandy Neck and its newly renovated lighthouse. First explored in 1602, Barnstable
was settled in 1639 taking its name from a
town in Devon, England. Given its orientation to the sea and its maritime history, it is
no wonder that Bill frequently found himself on the water; at a young age he was
skippering Beetle catboats and other small
wooden sailing craft.3 His love of sailing underpins and perhaps explains his interest in
marine art.
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all three of these artists are now Fellows of
our Society.)
Fortunately, Bill knew where he wanted to go with his art so he was able to devote his time and energy focusing on how
to get there – not like so many young artists, deciding on where to go. Early on he
stated, “What I really want to do with my art
is capture the spirit of the Nineteenth Century.”5 He developed a two-prong strategy
to achieve this: Learn as much about the

Christmas Morning, East Dennis • Oil on Panel • 8” x 10”

Bill joined his father’s company at
nineteen and for the next dozen years set
about to learn the trade, earning his Fitters
License and working as a Journeyman. But
in the late ’Seventies Bill took up the brush
and began painting again in the evening after work – using his kitchen table and acrylics which “dried quickly and were easy to
clean up.” Within a year, he was selling his
work to friends in the building trade and, encouraged by his success and this resurrected love, he began to split his daytime between painting and pipefitting. After his first
exhibition in 1983, a successful two-person
show with an artist friend Elizabeth Mumford at the Richard Bourne Company on the
Cape, he devoted all of his time to art. As
we shall see, a great deal of work and selfeducation followed but a mere two decades
later Editor-in-Chief of the American Artist
magazine, M. Stephen Doherty, would say,
“I don’t think that there is any question, Bill
Davis, Don Demers and Joseph McGurl are
three of the best contemporary landscape
artists in the country today.”4 (Incidentally,

artists he admired as he could and complement this by becoming a dealer in their work
and antiques of that era. He studied the artists by visiting their works in museums and
analyzing how they achieved the effects
they did. At the same time, he steadily built
up a considerable library of publications
about them – now estimated over a thousand. Recognizing the importance of discipline that the market demands if one is to
be successful as a dealer, he learned all he
could about Nineteenth Century works that
came into his possession and came to appreciate the different styles and techniques
of the artists. Over the years he had three
galleries where he sold these works along
with his own. Fortunately as he got into the
gallery business, he met Judith Allen in the
late 1980’s and she brought more than a
dozen years of experience she had at the
Eldred’s Auction House in East Dennis – the
largest on the Cape.6 They married in 1995
and got out of the retail business in 1997
when they decided it would be better if she
Continued on Page 10
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manifestation of a mind open to other art
forms that attracted his attention – a trait
that would increasingly characterize his life.
When visiting the Museum of Fine Arts in
Although artists do not appear among
Boston, Davis noticed the unusual interest
Bill’s ancestors, it turns out that after he
visitors paid to works by William Michael
had established a reputation painting sideHarnett (1848 - 1892, the Irish-born trompe
wheelers in great detail, he “often wondered
l’oeil artist who painted in Philadelphia and
about (his) fascination with steamboats. I
New York City. “Everybody wanted to touch
never really understood
them,” recalled Davis and
my compulsion. Then,
he wanted to try his hand
one day, I discovered a
at painting in this way and,
certificate that belonged
if successful, broaden
to my great-grand father,
his market. Unlike Dutch
George H. Robbins, a
painters of the same
steamboat engineer who
genre a century before,
operated out of Portland,
Harnett depicted every
Maine.” This, coupled
day subjects – so much
with discoveries that there
so that the public had a
were a number of steamdifficult time recognizing
boat telegraph operators
it as fine art. This is less
in his lineage, made him
the case today and Davis
understand from whence
launched into it, producing
this interest might have
a series of mounted postcome.8
age stamps (one of which
depicted the profile of his
There were dozens
own head), old and crumof artists who painted ship
pled letters, etc. Davis
portraitures in the Ninechallenged his versatility
teenth Century – shipShenandoah off Edgartown Light • Oil on Canvas • 24” x 36”
and, he says, “It’s nice to
ping was, after all, the cutsee that I can vary – break
ting edge of technology and leading force
erty, of ship portraits.” His work belies such away from the ships and do something else
in the economy. In many ways marine art
modesty for he greatly advanced the primi- – and then get a good strong response to
was “the” art if the age – a far cry from the
tive, direct-side-on flat perspective of the it.” Tellingly – for he made this statement
specialized niche it was relegated to in the
Bard brothers. James Edward Buttersworth over twenty years ago – he went on, “I don’t
Twentieth Century. Among those Bill stud(1817 – 1894), the English-born painter who want to be known strictly as a marine artist
ied closely were the leading artists such as
also settled in New York City,9 furthered the (but also) interest people who have absothe Bard twins, James (1815 – 1897) and
evolution of the genre for his work was lutely no interest in marine art. I am trying to
John (1815 – 1856). Natives of New York
much more dramatic and often used a di- spread my paintings out.”10
City, they collaborated to document through
agonal viewing perspective. Through artists
primitive portrait paintings the steamboats
But the Nineteenth Century American
like the Bards, Jacobsen and Buttersworth,
operating in and around New York harbor
marine
painting that so attracted Bill Davis
Davis learned the importance of factual acduring most of the Nineteenth Century.
celebrated
two worlds: that created by man
curacy and detail and incorporated these
James alone produced over 4,000 such
as seen in ship portraiture and that created
into his learning.
works in his lifetime. Another was the proby God as seen in the Transcendentalism
lific, Danish-born Antonio Jacobsen (1850 –
Fascination with detail and accuracy of the Luminists. Perhaps the leading fig1921) who worked in New York City and is partially explains Davis’ interest in trompe ure who married the two worlds was Fitz
estimated to have painted over 6,000 ship l’oeil painting at this early stage in his ca- Henry Lane (1804 -1865).11 Self-taught prior
portraits. His clients were not collectors of reer. But it was also probably just the first to moving to Boston where he became a lithographer and developed his own reputa(Footnotes)
tion and clientele for harbor scenes, Lane
7
Judith “Judy” Allen has two daughters from a previous Nathaniel Rogers Lane but sought formal state approval knew well his subject matter and rendered it
marriage, Jaclyn, 27, who graduated from Johnson & in his late twenties to change it to Fitz Henry Lane. in close detail. But from 1840 on he turned
Wales University in Providence, RI with an Equine For reasons that are unclear this “Fitz H. Lane” became to painting and developed his hallmark use
Studies/Equine Business Management degree and now known throughout the 19th and 20th Centuries as Fitz of light as the dominant element with less
works for a veterinarian on the Cape and Kristyn, 24, who Hugh Lane but research in recent years has corrected his
earned degrees in Recording Arts and Entertainment middle name to Henry. Crippled by a childhood illness, focus on depictive detail. Another facet of
Lane’s career that caught Bill’s eye was his
Business Management from Full Sail University in
he walked with crutches his whole life.
12
Winter Park, FL and now works for Universal Studios in
Davis tells of his attempt to reproduce a particular use of the newly available chemical dye
Orlando. Davis had been married before to Mary Elston
intensity of blue most often found in the works of Lane. pigments, especially those in the warmer
in 1976 but that ended in divorce eight years later.
“Through trial and error, (I) discovered that Lane used
end of the spectrum that enabled Lane to
8
cobalt blue in his palette whereas most other artists
Karen Aude, Ibid., p. 123.
9
of Lane’s era preferred the less expensive manganese produce his signature works. Bill studied
He arrived in America in the late 1840’s after learning
marine from his father, Thomas Buttersworth (1768 – blue. Manganese blue always shifts to green with the paints used by Lane and his contempoeven the slightest addition of yellow. The only way to raries and eventually developed a palette
1842).
10
achieve certain colors with manganese blue is through of thirty colors that closely match what they
Bonnie Quigley, “Breaking Away: The Perfect Path for
overlapping of several colors. Cobalt blue, on the other
William R. Davis,” The Review, November/December
12
hand, always holds the blue, never shifts to green.” Ibid., used. Early on, Bill saw the advantages oil
1987, p 68.
11
paints offered in paint manipulation so he
Born in Gloucester, Massachusetts he was christened Karen Aude, pp.125 – 126.
Notes From Brush Hill - Continued from Page 9

spent her time managing Bill’s art career
while he painted more.7

fine art but ship owners and operators who
were more interested in faithful replication
of every detail of their ships than some artistic statement about them. This did not
bother Jacobsen – who started out painting
decorations on iron safes before a steamship company found him and hired him to
document their fleet. He stated that he was
“not an artist but a painter of floating prop-
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abandoned acrylics and this brought him
one step closer to the Nineteenth Century
palette he was trying to emulate.
The palette of another Luminist who
paid attention to detail in his marine work,
Francis Augustus Silva (1835 -1886), also
attracted Bill’s attention. He realized Silva
was very successful in using warm colors to
intensify the effects of light. Like Bill, Silva
was largely self-taught and became a fulltime painter in his early thirties - after serving in the Union Army during the Civil War.
The life story of one of the leading Luminist
of the Nineteenth Century, John Frederick
Kensett (1816 -1872), provided Bill Davis
with further guidance for he was a detailoriented, professional
engraver before he set
out to be a painter first
of arcadian landscapes
of New England in the
1850’s and then in the
1860’s
asymmetrical
compositions
painted
with a subdued palette.
His admirer and sometimes fellow traveler,
Sanford Robinson Gifford (1823 -1880), described the Luminists’
use of this palette as
“painting air,” something
he demonstrated successfully himself. Bill has
developed this skill using transparent yellow and red oxides and
a series of glazes applied over a period
of weeks or months. He also “discovered
(Kensett’s) technique of establishing the
sky first, then painting the landscape over it
with transparent or translucent colors so the
picture would be unified.”13

American Artist, “I came to realize how few
of us dare to paint a sunset as exuberant or
mysterious as the ones nature serves up. .
. The radiant colors of an early evening sky
can tempt any artist to be bold, but Heade’s
picture cautions us not to overdo it. Heade
was, first and foremost, a prudent artist in
that he always underplayed his options. .
. . Heade found that the hour when night
usurps day represented an unequalled opportunity to sensitize the eye to the delicate
mysteries of light and shadow.”
“In many respects, Sunset on the
Marshes has remained a point of departure for me,” Bill continues. He goes on to
explain that he loves strong colors “but, as
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Davis would do the same as we shall see
and, in light of this, it is worth digressing
a moment to look at the remarkable life of
Heade, who, interestingly, was not easily
pigeon-holed by the market of his day and,
as such, was not as financially successful
as his friends and companions but with the
advantage of historic perspective is now
considered one of the leading American
artists of his generation. (Stories abound
about unappreciated Heade paintings popping up in attics, rummage sales, being
used to cover holes in crumbling walls, etc.
that were acquired for a few dollars and sold
at auction not long thereafter for hundreds
of thousands of dollars in a market suddenly
appreciative of his talent and the range of
his scope.)

Born in Lumberville,
Pennsylvania
along the banks of
the Delaware River in
Bucks County, Heade’s
family owned the only
store in town.15 What
art he did not teach
himself he learned from
a local folk artist and
this was, apparently,
sufficient for him to become a portrait painter
and
travel
abroad
and live in Rome for
Sunset Sail, Martha’s Vineyard • Oil on Panel • 10” x 20”
two years. He returned
to Philadelphia in the
many painters know, using them in a real- 1840’s and exhibited at the Pennsylvania
istic landscape creates difficulties. To get Academy of Fine Arts and continued to
around this, I decided to use the power of paint and travel before settling in New York
contrasting values, as many Luminists did, City in 1859. There he met and painted with
in lieu of strong colors. To make my sky ap- many of the famous Hudson River School
pear brighter, I laid in darker tones in the artists including Kensett and Frederic Edwin
foreground. Landscape painters learn that Church (1826 -1900). Exposure to the latcolor can be key to gauging depth: How ter’s Heart of the Andes sparked an interOne of the artists that Davis admires dark a painting is rendered depends on the est in the tropics in Heade and he traveled
the most is Martin Johnson Heade (1819 degree of spatial recession desired. Using to Brazil where he painted small pictures
- 1904). “I love the works of Martin John- a dark foreground allows you the freedom of hummingbirds from 1863 to 1864 and
son Heade above all other artists for a very to go as light as you wish in the treatment thereafter to Central America in 1866 and
simple reason: His world is my world. I grew of your sky.”14
Columbia, Panama and Jamaica in 1870.
up in Barnstable and Sandy Neck, MasQuite in contrast to the grandeur of drasachusetts, close to the salt marshes and Branching Out: The Example of Heade
matic vistas that typified the Hudson River
coastal inlets Heade immortalized. To ‘see’ and Chase
School, Heade painted many luminescent
a Heade painting, all I had to do was look
But there were other ways that Heade landscapes of the salt marshes of New Engout my window on the sort of panorama he
represented a “point of departure” for Da- land – works that Davis so readily identified
frequently painted.” Davis goes on to say in
vis. Although included in the Hudson River with. But still life was yet another facet of
the 1991 article he wrote on Heade’s SunSchool, only about forty percent of Heade’s Heade’s art and in the mid-1880’s he moved
set on the Marshes that appeared in the known works were landscapes. The major- to St. Augustine, Florida where he painted
ity were botanicals, still lifes, birds, portraits southern flowers and subtropical marshes.
(Footnotes)
and subjects quite removed from those as- He stands out today as the only one of his
13
M. Stephen Doherty, “Making the Landscape Your sociated with the Hudson River School. For generation in America to have had such a
Own: William R. Davis,” American Artist, April 2001, Davis, Heade’s much more inclusive atti- breadth of subject matter.
pp. 48 & 53.
tude about subject matter was yet another
14
William R. Davis, “William R. Davis on Heade’s Sunset
Davis has also “spread his paintings
step away from the narrow world of the Bard
on the Marshes,” American Artist, July 1991, pp. 76 – 78.
out”
and
followed Heade’s example with his
15
The family apparently used the name “Heed” which brothers and their ship portraits and even still life art. This allowed Bill the “refreshing
from
the
Luminists
who
were
so
closely
enjoys the same pronunciation as “Heade” if not the same
identified with the Hudson River School.
spelling.
Continued on Page 12
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Notes From Brush Hill - Continued from Page 11

change” of literally seeing the colors of the
subject he was painting for the first time;
colors of his traditional historical marine
subjects were, by definition, long gone in
the past and had to be based on his imagination since any photographic or etching
reference was in black and white.16 But still
life painting also exposed him to the work
of an artist who would
become another of his
heroes, the versatile and
eclectic artist and great
teacher, William Merritt
Chase (1849 – 1916).
Like Heade, Chase’s
example – not just his
painting techniques –
would play an important
role in Davis’ development as an artist, for
Chase was an avid student all his life, incorporating any style or technique that attracted him.
His versatility defied categorization – portraits,
still life (which was the
focus of his early career),
landscapes, etc. He was
open to anything that caught his inquisitive
eye. This would be a trait Bill would develop
increasingly and an important step – a very
important step – in this direction was the
development of his artistic eye to see the
world in a way it had not seen it before.
Success and a growing reputation followed Bill’s development as an artist – as
he went from side-wheelers to a fuller range
of subjects and approaches. In this he was
fortunate not just from a financial point of
view but, more importantly as a risk-taking
artist, because it increased his confidence
and willingness to tackle new challenges.
(The impressive record of his exhibitions
appears in the first endnote followed by a
chronological presentation of articles that
have been written about him and his work.)
All of this, of course, only furthered his
reputation and brought additional opportunities. Important among these was meeting and then plein air painting with Joseph
McGurl and Donald Demers. The articulate
and enthusiastic Dr. Julian Baird of the
Tree’s Place Gallery in Orleans on Cape
(Footnotes)

Karen Aude, “Still Life Painting and William R. Davis,”
Cape Cod Antiques & Arts, September 1992, p. 14.
17
Kettle hole ponds or “kettles” are technically a
fluvioglacial landform resulting from large blocks of
ice calving from the front of a retreating glacier. Once
streams of outwash from the glacier deposit debris and
sediment around the block of ice and, in time, it melts,
the resulting cavity fills with water and becomes a pond.
Perhaps the best-known kettle pond is Walden Pond.
16

Cod represented the three and, focusing on
their shared fascination with light and atmosphere, presented them as the “New American Luminists” in the late 1990’s and early
years of this century. Since McGurl and Demers were accomplished plein air painters
when Davis first joined them in the field, he
really challenged himself.
“Joe and Don were responsible for get-

Schooner Yachts off Nantucket • Oil on Canvas • 30” x 50”

ting me outdoors to paint. My first attempts
were a dismal failure - the lighting was terrible. This is not surprising for not only was
my experience limited to studio painting but
also my color composition came largely
from my imagination because my historic
subject matter came with no color reference. There were no color photographs of
the Nineteenth Century so I had to invent
the colors. So here I was, surrounded by
objects that had their own colors! I remember picking up a small rock and looking at it
and saying, ‘What color is this rock?’ I then
mixed up a ‘rock color’ to match it and realized how subtle and understated it was.
As I observed all around me, my palette became more sophisticated – more tonal and
less garish. Speed – that was another thing
I came to learn. No time to draw the bark
on the trees with a pencil; in fact, no time
for drawing anything with pencil – use the
brush!”
“When I started painting with Joe and
Don, I was so far behind in my plein air skills
that there was no competition. But I was
good at painting the sky while Don was excellent at water and Joe at capturing detail
and distance. We would paint all day, trade
notes and in the evening critically review
what we had done. Once they recognized
my ability with skies and thereby encouraged me, that was when the competition set
in! I really pushed myself to the limit and we
all did. We shared everything and hid noth-
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ing from each other. It was exhausting but
this gave me more training in a short period
of time than I ever had in my entire life!”
Over the years but especially as a consequence of his plein air painting, Bill Davis’
original thirty-color palette has changed and
now consists of about twenty colors. He still
favors the transparent yellow and red oxides, Prussian blue to get the “robin’s egg
blue” for lower skies, ultramarine and cerulean
blues, cadmium yellows
deep and light and different applications of titanium and zinc whites.
(Permalba white is “too
buttery”). But he has
added indigo and finds it
makes a fine deep green
when mixed with a little
cadmium or transparent
yellow oxide that “doesn’t
make an intense green
but keeps the distance
in check. Another green
good for dark as well as
light parts of trees in leaf
results from ultramarine
violet and cadmium yellow
deep. Actually, the only green I use – and
this is a color I have introduced to Demers
in our plein air sessions – is greenish umber.”
On Other Fronts and on the Future
Bill and Judy have been busy on other
fronts – not just producing and promoting
art. In the late ’Nineties Judy sold the house
she had before marrying Bill and the two
had planned to pull up stakes and move to
New Hampshire where they would build a
house with some outbuildings. (Judy rides
as do her daughters so horses and a barn
were always part of the plan.) However one
day they ran across land located on White
Pond, a kettle hole17 that straddles the
township line between Harwich and Dennis. While they built their “New Hampshire
dream” on White Pond, they lived in Bill’s
house in Hyannis. In the autumn of 1999
they moved in and Bill, handy and experienced in construction matters, finished the
interiors of some of the buildings, including
a studio located above the horses in the
barn. Unfortunately, it turned out that he
was allergic to horses so had to construct a
studio on the other side of the property – the
beautiful interior of which he also finished.
(It can be seen on his web site.)
Every year for many years Bill and
Judy have contributed a painting to each
of at least three auctions that raise money
for good and noble causes. Years ago Bill
Continued on Page 17
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The opening of ASMA’s 2009 AGM began
on Friday evening with a welcome and
reception from James Russell, President of
the The New Bedford Whaling Museum.
The museum and it’s staff made sure
every ASMA member and guest had a
thoroughly enjoyable and successful AGM
this year.
Thanks go to Charlie Robinson and Lisa
Goodwin, who made it all happen, with a
lot of help from various ASMA members.
This was one of our most successful
Annual General Meetings in several years.
And, in spite of that stubborn New England
Nor’easter that hung around all weekend.
However, there were breaks in the clouds
and we were able to enjoy the wonderful
waterfront and maritime excitement.

New Bedford Photographs courtesy Christine Diehlmann, Lisa Goodwin,
Fern Karas, Mike Killelea, Barbara Robinson and Bob Semler
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On Friday there was plenty of time for conversation
between tours, Board Meetings and snacks.
The Whaling Museum produced a display for ASMA
of several of their most historical whaling paintings,
including several of those by artist William Bradford.
New Bedford was also home to Albert Bierstadt and
Albert Pinkham Ryder.
The plein air groups did get some break in the rain,
although often it was finding shelter under the many
bridges. As you know, watercolor and rain don’t mix
very well.
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At the Bittersweet Farm Inn on Friday evening, Dick Moore presented
his talk and visual on the Victory Chimes painting cruise. Saturday
morning we had our members General Meeting and a presentation to
the Whaling Museum of a series of paintings by Mike Mazur.

Saturday evening we celebrated our annual Bob
Skemp Dinner at the Waterfront Grille with two
of Bob’s daughters in attendance. This was followed
by a presentation of a print to Bob Walker, the
introduction of John Stobart, a recent appointed
Fellow Emeritus, and a wonderful talk by keynote
speaker Llewellyn Howland III.
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September 10 through 13, 2009

On Sunday morning Mike Killelea
introduced NJ Signature Member
Neal Hughes, who demonstrated
his painting techniques for our
members. This is what it’s all
about, folks...

A final look at the Whaling
Mueum before departing for
home. To be continued next
year in Sarasota, Florida....

New Bedford Photographs courtesy Christine Diehlmann, Lisa Goodwin,
Fern Karas, Mike Killelea, Barbara Robinson and Bob Semler
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Notes From Brush Hill -continued from Page 12

was introduced to this practice in an unusual way. The local Hospice on the Cape
contacted him to ask if he would oblige a
man who had throat cancer and who could
no longer speak but who wanted to watch
Bill paint in his studio. Bill did and has contributed a painting to Hospice every year
since. A related charity, the Joe Cronin Memorial Jimmy Fund – an auction and fishing tournament held in the Nauticus Marina in Osterville owned by yachtsman and
marine art collector William Koch – raises
funds for the Dana Farber Cancer Center
in Boston, one of the leading research facilities in the United States; last year they
raised over $300,000 for the Center. Bill’s
support has been recognized for in 2002
he received the Hospice & Palliative Care
of Cape Cod Distinguished Service Award.
And then there is the auction benefiting the
Cape Cod Museum of Art in Dennis (which
has hosted ASMA National and Regional
Exhibitions). At the latter institution, Bill has
exhibited and served as guest curator and
lecturer. He has also given interviews, talks
and demonstrations at a wide array of institutions over the years on the Cape and
at Mystic, CT in addition to running workshops.
As if this were not sufficient use of his
time, he has supported organizations and
societies with which he is affiliated: As an
Artist Member of the Copley Society of
Boston; a member of the Guild of Boston
Artists; a member of the Acquisition Committee of the Cape Cod Museum of Art;
and a member of the St. Botolph Club in
Boston. In 2008 he was elected Fellow of
the American Society of Marine Artists. He
has complemented these activities in visual
arts with music and has come to appreciate the cross-fertilization resulting from
engaging in these two different disciplines.
His instrument is the guitar but, much like
his painting, his interest is more classically
oriented – in particular, flamenco style. His
web site offers visitors a chance to hear him
(Footnotes)

On Bill’s website, click on “About the Artist” to hear
the music. There is a link there that you click on – or can
go directly to by entering www.last.fm/music/yllib+sivad.
(You will find the site presents several artists so you have
to scroll through until you get to “Yllib+Sivad Radio”
whereupon you will hear his unusual and dexterous guitar
playing. By the way, “Yllib Sivad” is Billy Davis spelled
backward.)
19
In 2005 the New Britain Museum of American
Art in Connecticut exhibited sixteen works from the
Martin Collection and produced a catalog for the show
titled For Spacious Skies with the Forward by Douglas
Hyland, Director of the Museum, and essays by John
Wilmerding, Henry R. Martin and Kevin Sharp, New
Britain, CT, ISBN: 0-9724497-3-6, 96 pages. In the
spring of 2006 the Museum of the National Academy
in New York City – the nation’s oldest art establishment,
hosted the exhibition.
18

perform.
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Unlike the beginning of his career thirty
years ago, he is no longer focused on the
art of the Nineteenth Century. “Although my
work might still reflect aspects of Nineteenth
Century American art, I no longer strive to
stay in that timeframe.” The busier and
more successful he has become, the greater his comfort with experimentation and the
less his interest in “gallery-safe work.” Bill
offers a couple examples: “I was working
on a painting of a scene in Egypt depicting grave robbers working under lantern
light with famous monuments in the distant
dusk when a collector stopped by to visit.
He was immediately taken with the painting
– yet unfinished – and asked if he could buy
it when done. He did and I found this both
interesting and encouraging, prompting me
to pursue other subjects that I have been
pondering for some time - like a nocturne
of a zeppelin over Paris (I used to collect
stamps of zeppelins as a kid) or a painting
of seaplanes (another thing that has always
fascinated me). Or it could be just a lady
reading a book by the side of a lake. I have
and enjoy the luxury of being able to challenge myself and paint what I want.”
Henry “Hank” and Sharon Martin live
just down the road here in Washington, CT.
They summer on Cape Cod where they
have gotten to know Judy and Bill as well
as Joe McGurl and Don Demers. They have
built up a museum quality collection of Hudson River School paintings from the midNineteenth Century; they also have a collection of contemporary representational
works including a number by the three “New
American Luminists,” Bill, Joe, and Don.19
Hank has also been actively involved in a
major way at the New Britain Museum of
American Art in New Britain, CT so it is not
surprising that he is articulate and knowledgeable about the Nineteenth Century
Hudson River School and contemporary
artists who share the same interests and
can speak with authority and objectivity
about them.
He says about Davis, “Basically, whatever Bill tries, he excels at. He is a naturally gifted painter and is fortunate to have
this sort of talent for it allows him to go in
many directions with satisfaction.” Hank
notes Bill’s willingness to take risks in his
art and wonders if the fact that he is selftaught might have given him more freedom
to experiment. “I don’t know what Bill will
be doing ten years from now but, as one of
his collectors, I am certainly interested!” Bill
also reflects on this, “I don’t know if I am
ever going to be where I’m headed. I am still
distracted by other paintings I see in auctions, magazines, and museums and I go
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back to the studio and try to figure out how
that guy did what he did. This stimulus will
continue to exist for me. Don’t mistake me, I
still like to do marine art but I have a driving
urge to do other subjects as well.”
	 In summing it up, Hank Martin put
his finger on it. “Irrespective of his interests
in and work influenced by Nineteenth Century subjects, Bill is seeking to find truth
within his own expression whatever that
might be and that journey could take him in
any number of possible directions. His journey is not done yet. Far from it.”
Charles Raskob Robinson is a Fellow
of the Society. He paints at Brush Hill, a
studio built in 1752, located in Washington,
CT and formerly owned by Connecticut and
New Mexico artist Eric Sloane. Some of
Charlie’s work may be seen on his website
at: www.brushhillstudios.com.

RECENT EXHIBITIONS
2009
Meghan Candler Gallery, Vero Beach, FL,
		 “Maritime Exhibition”
2008
American Society of Marine Artists,
		 “30th Anniversary Exhibition”
Meghan Candler Gallery, Vero Beach, FL,
		 “Group Maritime Show”
Tree’s Place Gallery, Orleans, MA,
		 “Observations in Nature”
St. Botolph Club, Boston, MA,
		 “Members Exhibit”
Mystic Seaport Gallery, Mystic, CT,
		 “International Show”
Tree’s Place Gallery, Orleans, MA,
		 “Small Works Holiday Exhibition”
Mystic Seaport Museum Gallery, Mystic, CT,
		 “Modern Marine Masters”
2007
Meghan Candler Gallery, Vero Beach, FL,
		 “On the Water”
Quidley & Company Gallery, Nantucket, MA,
		 “One Man Show”
Mystic Seaport Museum Gallery, Mystic, CT,
		 “Modern Marine Masters”
Tree’s Place Gallery, Orleans, MA,
		 “Where We are in America: From Sea to Shining Sea”
Tree’s Place Gallery, Orleans, MA,
		 “Twilight and Reverie”
The Guild of Boston Artists, Boston, MA,
		 “New Member Show”
Cape Museum of Fine Art, Dennis, MA,
		 “From Sea to Shining Sea”
Cahoon Museum of American Art, Cotuit, MA,
		 “Of Children and Childhood”
Tree’s Place Gallery, Orleans, MA,
		 “Small Works Holiday Exhibition”
                      
2006
Copley Society, Boston, MA,
		 “Patrons Choice Show”
Banks Gallery, Portsmouth, NH,
		 “Visions in Granite”
Meghan Candler Gallery, Vero Beach, FL,
		 “One Man Show”
Mystic Seaport Gallery,
		 “Invitational Show” (Guest Speaker)
Mystic Seaport Gallery,
		 “International Marine and Art Exhibition”
Continued on Page 18
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Notes From Brush Hill - Continued from Page 17
The Bank s Gallery, Portsmouth, NH
		 “Isles of Shoals”
Tree’s Place Gallery, Orleans, MA,
		 “One Man Show”
Tree’s Place Gallery, Orleans, MA,
		 “Small Wonders Holiday Exhibition”
St. Botolph Club, Boston, MA,
		 “One Man Show”  
2005
Hammer Gallery, New York City, NY,
		 “Selected Works of Contemporary Artists”
Mystic Seaport Museum Gallery, Mystic, CT,
		 “26th Annual International”
Tree’s Place Gallery, Orleans, MA,
		 “Marine and Coastal Art”
Christina Gallery, Edgartown, MA,
		 “Two Man Show”
Meghan Candler Gallery, Vero Beach, FL,
		 “Marine Exhibit”
American Yacht Club, NYC, NY,
		 “Group Show”
Cultural Center of Cape Cod, Yarmouth, MA,
		 “Group Show”
Tree’s Place Gallery, Orleans, MA,
		 “Small Wonders Holiday Exhibitions”                  
                    
2004
Hammer Gallery, New York City, NY,
		 “Selected Works of Contemporary Artists”
The Admiralty Gallery, Vero Beach, FL,
		 “Along the Indian River”
Vose Gallery, Boston MA,
		 “ Realism Now: Traditions & Departures - Mentors & Protégés”
Haggin Museum, Stockton, CA
		 “From Sea To Shining Sea: A Reflection of America “
The Cahoon Museum of American Art, Cotuit, MA,
		 “Twilight and Starlight”
Mystic Maritime Gallery, Mystic, CT,
		 “Modern Marine Masters”
Christina Gallery, Edgartown, MA,
		 (one man show) “Marine Paintings of New England”
Tree’s place, Orleans, MA
		 “Marine & Coastal Art”
Tree’s Place Gallery, Orleans, MA,
		 “Small Works Holiday Exhibition”
2003
The Admiralty Gallery, Vero Beach, FL,
		 “Indian River & Marine Paintings”
Tree’s Place Gallery, Orleans, MA.
		 “The New American Luminists”
Mystic Maritime Gallery, Mystic CT,
		 “International Marine Exhibition”
Tree’s Place Gallery, Orleans MA,
		 “Small Works Holiday Exhibition”
Mystic Maritime Gallery, Mystic, CT,
		 “Summer Exhibition”
Mystic Maritime Gallery, Mystic, CT,
		 “24th Modern Marine Masters Exhibition”
Cahoon Museum of American Art, Cotuit, MA,
		 “Twilight and Starlight”
Copley Society, Boston, MA,
		 “Patrons Choice”  

Publications, Presented Chronologically
• 21st Century Luminism; an Intimate Journey into
Nature with Joseph McGurl and William Davis,
Tree’s Place August, 2009 Exhibition Catalog, Orleans,
MA
• Theresa M. Barbo. Nantucket Sound: A Maritime
History, The History Press, 2009 (Cover art by William
R. Davis)
• Art of the Sea Calendar 2008, Mystic Seaport, Mystic, CT, Tidemark Publishers
• M. Stephen Doherty, “The Totality of Nature,” American Artist, June 2008, pp. 52 – 61.
• Theresa M. Barbo, True Accounts of Yankee
Ingenuity & Grit from The Cape Cod Voice, The
History Press, 2007, ISBN-10 1596292257 & ISBN-13
1596292239, 160 Pages (Front & Back Cover Illustrations by William Davis)

• Mystic Seaport Fine Art Editions, 2006, Mystic, CT
James Taylor, Yachts on Canvas: Artists’ Images of
Yachts from the Seventeenth Century to the Present Day, Conway Maritime Press, September 2006,
ISBN-10: 1844860205, ISBN-13: 978-1844860203, 160
pages.
• Celia Thaxter, Isles of Shoals: Island Light, Blue
Tree, LLC, Portsmouth, NH, 2006, ISBN: 978-09711321-8-4 (Introduction by Annie Boutelle)
• “The Mariner on Canvas,” Cape Cod Magazine, July
2006, Pp. 20 – 25.
• “William R. Davis: A Switch from Marine Paintings to
on Location Landscapes”, American Art Collector,
July 2006, Pp.168 -171
• Rachel Wolf, “New American Luminists. Light on
Land and Sea,” Fine Art Connoisseur Magazine, April
2006,pp. 32 – 38.
• Robert L. McGrath, Professor Emeritus, Dartmouth
College, Visions in Granite: Two Hundred Years of
Painting in New Hampshire’s White Mountains, Blue
Tree Press, Portsmouth, NH, 2006, ISBN 0971132151
(Front cover illustration by William Davis)
• 	J. Russell Jinishian, “An Insider’s Guide to Marine Art
for Collectors and Historians,” Marine Art Quarterly,
Fall/Winter 2005-2006. (Cover by William R. Davis)
• M. Stephen Doherty, “Getting Started Making the
Landscape Your Own: William R. Davis,” American
Artist Landscape Highlights 2005, Published by VNU
Business Media, 770 Broadway, New York City, NY,
Pp.104-111.
• The Weirs Times, Lake Winnipesaukee, NH, Volume
13, Number 47, November 18, 2004, (Cover Image of
Steamboat Mt. Washington on Lake Winnipesaukee
by William R. Davis)
• “Top 400 People: Influential, Famous, and Intriguing,”
Cape Cod Life - Collector’s Edition, 2004, “William R.
Davis,” p. 84.
• Russell Jinishian, Bound for Blue Water: Contemporary American Marine Art, Greenwich Workshop
Press, Seymour, CT, ISBN: 0-86713-008.1, 2003, 184
pages.
• Nancy Ackerman, “Process of Illumination: New
American Luminists Discover the Indian River,” Vero
Beach Magazine, February 2003,pp. 148 – 150 (Photographs by Rob Downey).
• Sally Lemotte Crane, “William R. Davis A Masterful
Marine, Landscape and Still-Life Painter,” Cape Cod
Life, June 2002. Volume 24, Number 3, Pp. 92-99
• M. Stephen Doherty, “William R. Davis: Making the
Landscape Your Own,” American Artist, April 2001,
pp. 46 – 53 (Also on cover of the issue: Detail of painting, Sunset, Tuolumine Meadows, Yosemite by William
R. Davis).
• Beth Surdut, “Sublime Nature: The New American
Luminists,” Cape Cod Magazine, Holiday Edition
November/ December 2001, pp.36 – 39, (Front Cover
and images in the article by William R. Davis).
• Bonnie Gangelhoff, “Yosemite Artists,” Southwest
Art, November 2001
• Vicki Stavig, “Capturing the Grandeur of Yosemite,”
Art of the West, September/October 2001, Volume 14,
Number 6, By. Pp. 65-77.
• Art of the Sea Calendar 2000, Mystic Seaport, Mystic, CT, Tidemark Publishers
• E. H. Archibald, Dictionary of Sea Painters, Antique
Collectors Club Dist. A/C, 2000, ISBN-10: 1851492690
and ISBN-13: 978-18511492695. 632 pages.
• Linda S. Price, “Organizing Reference Material,”
American Artist, March 2000, pp. 66 – 76.
• Sally Lamotte Crane, “The Solitudes of Nature: Landscape Painting with the New American Luminist,” Cape
Cod Life Magazine, August 2000, pp. 76 – 81.
• Ellen Lebow, “Can You Go Home Again?” Day &
Night Magazine: Everything Entertaining on Cape
Cod, 1998 (Article about Luminists Demers, McGurl
and Davis with painting September Morning, Echo
Lake by William R. Davis as leading feature.)
• “The Essence of Light,” The Original Cape Cod
Guide, July 1998
• A Gallery of Marine Art Selected by Jerry McClish,
Rockport Publishers, Gloucester, MA, 1998
• Brad Lynch, “Artists Can Be Found at Home in Hyannis,” The Barnstable Patriot, September 24, 1998
• Theresa M. Barbo, “William R. Davis: Artist and Col-
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lector,” The Register, May 8, 1997.
• “Fresh Paint ’96 Eclipses ’95 and More . . .,” Copley
Comments, The Copley Society of Boston, Fall/Winter
1996.
• William R. Davis, “Maritime Art of New England 1840
– 1880’s,” (Seminar given September 25, 1996 by Cape
Cod Antique Dealers’ Association, Inc. Approaching
the 21st Century,” Sandwich, MA
• Kathi Asrizzi Driscoll, “The World Wide Web Gives
Artists Global Audience,” The Cape Cod Times, March
1, 1996.
• William P. Quinn, Shipwrecks around Boston, Parnassus Press, October 1996, ISBN-10 09401600676
and ISBN-13 978-0940160675, 240 pages (Painting on
cover by William R. Davis.)
• “William Davis Painting Highlights This Year’s Auction
Donations,” Hospice of Cape Cod Auction, Etc.,
August 11, 1995
• Rita Easton, “First Benefit Auction Is Conducted at
Heritage Plantation of Sandwich,” Antiques and the
Arts Weekly, October 27, 1995 (Featuring the painting
Yachting Off Bishop and Clerks by William R. Davis.)
• “Reflections: William R. Davis,” Cape Cod Antiques
and Arts, August, 1995 (Painting Apples in a Basket
by William R. Davis featured in article.)
• Art of the Sea Calendar 1993, Mystic Seaport, Mystic, CT (Painting on the cover by William R. Davis.)
• Cindy Nickerson, “The Traditional Twelve,” Cape Cod
Times, September 11, 1993 Supplement.
• Karen Aude, “Romancing the Sea,” A-Plus Art,
Antiques, Design, 1993, Yarmouth Port, MA.
• “William R. Davis,” Cape Cod Antiques and Arts,
September, 1992 (Featuring Sunset off Bishop
Clerk’s painting by William R. Davis.)
• Karen Aude, “Still Life Painting and William R. Davis,”
Cape Cod Antiques and Arts, September 1992, pp.
14 -16.
• Bob Stepno, “For Rent: A Cape Cod Windmill,”
Soundings, July 1992.
• “Arts by the Sea,” The Review: Cape Cod’s Arts and
Antiques Magazine, Summer, 1991 (Featuring Morning on Bass River by William R. Davis in the article.)
• William R. Davis, “William R. Davis on Heade’s Sunset on the Marshes,” American Artist, July 1991, pp.
76 – 78.
• Cindy Nickerson, “Marine Artist Hopes to Cut It in Former Village Barbershop,” The Art Lines, Barnstable,
MA, 1991.
• “Artist and Artwork,” Dennis (MA) Bulletin, July 1991
(Featuring diptych of Historic Dennis Fire Stations
by William R. Davis and commissioned by the Dennis
Historical Society.)
• Cindy Nickerson, “Artist Captures Techniques of the
Past,” The Arts, 1988
• Bonnie Quigley, “Breaking Away: The Perfect Path for
William R. Davis,” The Review, November/December
1987. Pp. 68 -70.
• “Waterways Exhibit at Mystic Gallery,” Record-Journal, Meriden, CT, November 6, 1987 (Featuring the
painting City of Portland by William R. Davis).
• “Maritime Shows to Open in Mystic,” Norwich Bulletin, October 3, 1987, Weekend Section
• Carol Brown, “Tranquil Harbor Vistas,” Norwich Bulletin, October 3,1987.
• Irene Coughlin, “Artists Give Barnstable Town Hall a
New Image,” Cape Cod News, September 30, 1987
(Featuring the painting Barnstable Marsh Sunrise by
William R. Davis.), p. 12
• Jullen, “The Art of Trompe L’oeil,” Cape Cod Antiques & Arts, February 1987.
• Roberta J. M. Olson, Fire and Ice, A History of
Comets in Art, Walker for the National Air and Space
Museum of the Smithsonian Institution, January 1,
1985, ASIN: B001RG326K; also published by Random
House Value Publishing, 1987, ISBN-10 0517638878,
ISBN-13 978-051768873. (Forward by Isaac Asimov
and Illustration of The Steamboat Metacomet by William Davis, p.126)  
• Karen Aude, “Contemporary Marine Art: Bill Davis
Sets the Trend,” The Arts, Fall 1984
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Unfortunately, at the last minute Peter was unable
to be present at this meeting because of urgent
family business. Nevertheless the Board has decided to proceed with investing him in absentia
with the Society’s Distinguished Service Award.
Peter volunteered to run ASMA for many months,
and consequently we have not immediately had to
take on the financial burden of hiring someone.
This has enabled the Society to stabilize our financial position.
The condition of this generous offer was that he
and I would work together to figure-out the parameters of management, at a time when we are
changing to computerized records, digital imaging
for review of artwork, a more advanced website,
use of e-mail in Board business, and for being able
to pay annual dues and other expenses “on line.”
None of us know how all this would play out in terms
of man-hours, and of costs. Peter, my wife Jean and
I are working on writing a handbook, which in turn
will lead to creating a job-description. The target is to
hire an executive-secretary for the Society, (probably
on an hourly basis), and this will have to be a person
who is computer-savvy. We aim to appoint someone
in 2010.
Many thanks are due to the other officers of the society, who have taken on extra duties to spread the load
on Peter. This includes notably the organization of
this Annual Weekend, co-coordinating the increasing
amount of work to do with the Regions, public relations and other tasks. As an outcome of all of this, I
am able to report to you that ASMA is in a healthy
condition.
2. There are at this moment 499 paid-up members.
Of these, 163 are artist members and a further 31
are Fellows or Fellows Emeritus. Roughly 300 are
regular members.
We have lost, in the last 12 months, 120 members
and gained 125. Of these, 12 Artist members have
dropped out but 32 have joined the ranks, plus 2
Fellows.
This, at a time of great financial stress, when all
sorts of not-for profit organizations are in trouble.
One note of caution: turnover is high. Many regular members remain in the society for no more than
a year. Presumably, some of these people do not
find what they seek, and we want to find out why
this should be so.
3. The 30th Anniversary National Exhibition,
which closes at 3 pm this afternoon at New Bedford Art Museum, has been shown at 5 public
galleries in as many States, over the last year-anda-half. It is, in my experience, the best show we
have ever hung, and the catalog is something of
which we should all be proud. Mounting such an
exhibition has been an enormous amount of work,
and it reflects very great credit on Charlie Robinson and his team.
National Exhibitions are the chief events in the
life of the Society: their quality is most important
measure of our worth!

4. We have a really sharp, elegant new leaflet to
represent ASMA to the public. Designed by Mike
Killelea, it describes afresh the Society’s history
and its purpose, and it incorporates a membership
application form. The text has been carefully revised and reviewed by the Board.
The ASMA News and Journal has not only grown
more colorful. Bob Semler has done a great job,
supported by our faithful regular contributors, but
this year enhanced greatly by all the matching financial contributions which made it possible to expand Don Stone’s gift of funds for color printing.
I believe the Journal section has given the quarterly a little more scholarly character and broader
appeal.
5. Website. Our website has lagged, for various
reasons. The committee dealing with it decided
that ASMA needs to have professional input to
bring it up to scratch. One important feature is
to be able to pay annual dues and other fees “on
line”. The site has to be updated with work from
recently-elected members, it has to be made to
conform with the membership details in the leaflet,
and it has to be made more animated. We have
appointed a firm which specializes in our sort of
organization, and they will be continuing with us
from year to year.
6. Regions. The five regions (that we used to have)
were disparate in size, and this caused difficulties
with the weakest region. We are now reorganized
into four: North, East, South and West, and the
old Region 4 has been divided between North and
West.
The regions are much more active, and almost all
of them are engaged in setting up local ASMA regional exhibitions in the coming year.
7. There are some things that have had to be put
on hold. Our Workshops and Education program,
which I think is very important in the long-run,
has suffered from inevitable cuts in the budgets of
Schools of Art. On the other hand, thanks largely
to enterprising work by Lisa Goodwin, we are now
doing something to encourage High School age
students who are enthusiastic about entering our
field.
The proposed joint 100th anniversary Retrospective Exhibition with the RSMA in Britain is still
alive; together the 2 Societies have prepared an
extremely impressive Prospectus which is going to
be used to promote the project in both countries as
times improve.
8. As was done in 2008, the minutes of this meeting will be published in the ASMA News, which
means that they won’t have to be read out loud at
next year’s meeting.
Fellows Report – Russ Kramer
Russ Kramer took the floor and introduced himself as
the Managing Fellow for the forthcoming year. He
introduced Kim Shaklee as the newly appointed Deputy Managing Fellow. He noted that Kim Shaklee
and Joseph McGurl had been elected as Fellows in
2008. Fellows Willard Bond, Don Stoltenberg, Bill
Ryan and John Stobart have been installed as Fellows
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Emeritus in the last year.
Six new Signature Members were also elected this
year. Russ encouraged all members to continue to
submit for consideration each year.
Russ made note that the website was currently being
updated to include new work in a Signature Gallery
and a Fellow’s Gallery.
Exhibition Committee Report - Charles Robinson
Charles Raskob Robinson reported the current National Exhibition was the largest and longest running
show ever produced by the Society. It had generated
a great deal of media attention both nationally and
regionally. A beautiful full color catalogue was produced. The more venues that ASMA is able to attain;
the less the financial burden that will be put on the
Society’s shoulders. Charlie asked for continuing
support from the membership to allow the Exhibition
Committee to keep their selected works for extended
time periods. This gives the Society an attractive
means to present multiple venues while building a
solid history for each artist’s work that is included in
the National Exhibitions. This is very important to
the economics of producing such venues.
Charlie recognized and thanked his Exhibition Committee. The committee was comprised of Charlie
Robinson, Len Mizerek, Mike Killelea, John Barber,
Len Tantillo and Lisa Goodwin.
Work has already begun for the 15th National Exhibition. This will take place in 2011/2012.
Charlie Robinson mentioned that ASMA is still experiencing problems getting into any fine art Museums
on the West coast. The Society is clearly trying to
focus on Fine Art Museums and not just Maritime
Museums.
Fine Art Connoisseur has become quite an ally for
the Society. Peter Trippi spoke at the opening of the
ASMA National in Wilmington, DE last May. The
magazine published an article by Charlie Robinson
on the history of the Society as well as several other
articles which included an Editorial on Lisa Egeli and
Joe McGurl’s works.
Regional Report – Michael Killelea
Michael Killelea addressed the Society about the reorganization of the various Regions of the Society.
The passing of Nancy Stile’s necessitated shifting
some responsibilities that had been the Managing
Director’s in the past, over to the Regional Representatives. The transitions went very smoothly. Mike
acknowledged the Regional Representatives and
thanked them for accepting more duties and noted the
increased number of regional exhibitions and other
activities that resulted from their efforts.
ASMA North –in Jan 09 ended an 8 months 3 venue
exhibit.
Planning is underway for Wisconsin Maritime Museum 2010. There is a possible venue in the Cape Cod
region in the near future. There is a proposed venue
at the USS Constitution Museum for 2012.
ASMA East -will open a 6 month 3 venue exhibit in
May 2010.
Contracts have been tentatively approved and are
awaiting authorized signatures.
Those will be in Dover, DE Hagerstown, MD and the
Buffalo Naval Park Museum.
Continued on Page 20
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Minutes of 2009 AGM - Continued from Page 19

ASMA South - Almost connected a 2010 Exhibit in
one venue in Florida and one in Georgia. Ultimately
both venues were only interested in “for sale” show.
We are still trying. The ASMA is not about selling - it
is an educational, fraternal organization.
ASMA West In Oct 2009 a 4 month exhibit opens
at the Ventura County Maritime Museum. The Coos
Bay Maritime Exhibit in Coos Bay, OR was an official ASMA show. It opened in July and will close
next weekend on Sept 19th.
Website - Michael Killelea
Michael acknowledged and thanked the Website
Committee. The decision had been made that the Society needed to employ a professional firm to develop
and improve the website. The Committee hired McShane Communications to increase the capabilities of
the site including the capability to pay dues on line)
and to become more up-to-date with announcements
of forthcoming events and more animated.
Ian Marshall briefly spoke to the membership and
asked if there were any questions about the website.
He brought up that members who had submitted digitized images for the website had been waiting patiently and that those images should be up and running in
the very near future.
Russ Kramer made mention of the new color brochure that had been created and will be used as a
selling tool to gain membership. Members were encouraged to ask for some brochures and use them to
encourage other artists to join the Society.
Treasurer’s Report – Charles Raskob Robinson
A copy of the Budget was made available to all members attending the annual general meeting. Charlie
Robinson reported to the membership on behalf of
Treasurer Peter Maytham that income for 2008 had
been quite dismal. The financial outlook for the end
of 2009 will be up and quite healthy.
Charlie mentioned that the 2010 Budget was being
presented very conservatively and that some important reserves were being introduced into the budget.
The following items were of particular importance:
1. A sum of $ 5000 was being set aside for use in
preparing for the 2011/2012 National Exhibition.
2. A sum of $5000 would be set aside for an advertising budget.
3. Newsletter costs would increase nominally (approx. $3000 annually) to accommodate producing
a full color magazine.
4. $4000 was set aside by Treasurer Peter Maytham to cover future expenditures for office expenses that may be needed upon hiring an Executive Secretary for ASMA.
Charlie addressed that we are financially solid. We
will eventually have to have an Executive Secretary.
The Society is trying to minimize the amount of
hours that will be needed to pay for a future Executive Secretary.
Peter Egeli made a motion to approve the Budget as
presented. The motion was seconded by John Charles
Roach. The Budget was unanimously approved by
the membership.
Survey for the Membership
Ian Marshall introduced Mike Killelea. Mike addressed the membership about a Survey he had

created. The survey is a questionnaire asking specific questions regarding the contents of our current
ASMA Newsletter and Journal. The membership was
requested to fill out the Survey and to hand it in at
the conclusion of the meeting to Mike. Questions on
the survey related to whether or not members read
the newsletter, how well the newsletter keeps them
informed and what items would they like to see included in future newsletters. Results from the survey
will be published in an upcoming issue of the ASMA
News and Journal.
Announcements and Questions from the Membership
Lisa Egeli asked if ASMA had a Face book page.
Lisa Goodwin responded that yes, they do, but only
approximately five members were currently on it.
Ian Marshall made an announcement that Mr. Louie
Howland would be the Guest Speaker at the Bob
Skemp dinner this evening. Mr. Howland is a retired
publisher and an antique bookseller specializing in
Maritime Books. He is very knowledgeable on 19th
century maritime art.
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News from the Fo’c’sle - Continued from Page 3

Bruce Von Stetina Signature Member,
has had 3 paintings accepted into Coos Art
Museum’s 16th Annual Maritime Art Exhibit, Coos Bay, Oregon. The paintings are:
“Comet”, “Young America” and “Whitte Oliphant”, 1672.
Bruce Von Stetina also had his painting of a
whaling harhor, “Dreams of Past and Future”,
accepted into the Waterways exhibit at the Art
of the Sea Gallery in Thomasville, Maine.

Assorted Scuttlebutt - Continued from Page 3

crease in color come from?
I told you we had a very good Board Meeting this year. Since we are fairly OK with
finances at this time, helped greatly by you
members who pay your dues on time (since
that is our only source of income), the Board
also approved, starting in January, a FULL
Mike Killelea announced that he and other ASMA COLOR newsletter! Now that is exciting. I
members would be out Plein Air painting later in the mean, after all, we are an ART organization.
afternoon under the overpass on Route 6 by the Crys- I informed the Board that this would be the
tal Ice sign if any additional members would like to only time we could start it since the October
join in.
issue came so quickly after the meeting and I
Lisa Goodwin announced that a tour of the Ernestina was not in a position to have the time needed
Schooner would take place at 2 p.m.
to “re-design” templates, etc. However, we
Kim Shaklee reminded Ian Marshall to announce decided to “ease” into it this month by having
there would be a meeting of the new Board of Direc- our 4-page center spread in full color due to
so many fine photos taken at the New Bedtor’s following the AGM.
ford AGM. You will also notice pages 2 and
The meeting was adjourned at 10:50 a.m.
the inside back cover have color this issue.
Continued on Page 26

Membership Dues 2010
Annual dues are to be paid before January 31st 2010
Fellows........................ $100
Signature Members......$85
Members.......................$50
Student Members......... $15
It is essential to enclose your e-mail address if you have
one. (ASMA will not pass it on to anyone else!)  
Send your check to:

ASMA, P.O. Box 247, Smithfield, VA   23430
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At the AGM in New Bedford, the Survey shown below was distributed to our attending members to fill
out and hand in. Since the majority of you were not in New Bedford, we would ask that you take a few
moments to fill it out and return it to: Mike Killelea, 1885 Woodard Road, Elma, NY 14059
My suggestion is to Xerox it and then fill it out. We know you don’t want to desecrate this newsletter...
There are two pages (21 and 22). Thank you...
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Survey on the ASMA News and Journal - Page Two
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AREA
REPRESENTATIVES
ASMA North
MAINE, MASSACHUSETTS, MICHIGAN, NEW HAMPSHIRE, RHODE
ISLAND, VERMONT, CONNECTICUT, WISCONSIN, ILLINOIS, OHIO,
MINNESOTA, ENGLAND* & CANADA*
*For US Citizens living abroad

Lisa Goodwin

Steve Lush

swanhaven@aol.com

stevelus49@aol.com

Advisors to Area Representatives
Lois Salmon Toole
•
Charles Rice
lstoole@alltel.net

cwrice@mac.com

ASMA East
NEW YORK, NEW JERSEY, PENNSYLVANIA, DELAWARE,
MARYLAND, W. VIRGINIA, VIRGINIA

Mike Killelea
art@killeleart.com

Don Norris

donnor6@atlanticbb.net

ASMA South
GEORGIA, NORTH CAROLINA, SOUTH CAROLINA, TENNESSEE,
ALABAMA, MISSISSIPPI

Anne Brodie Hill
annebhill@aol.com

FLORIDA, LOUISIANA, TEXAS, ARKANSAS,
PUERTO RICO and the US VIRGIN ISLAND,

Val Sandell

valartist@aol.com

ASMA West
NEBRASKA, OKLAHOMA, INDIANA, KENTUCKY, IOWA, MISSOURI,
NORTH DAKOTA, SOUTH DAKOTA, KANSAS, NEW MEXICO,
COLORADO, WYOMING, IDAHO, MONTANA, UTAH, ARIZONA, NEVADA,
CALIFORNIA, OREGON, WASHINGTON, ALASKA, HAWAII, FPO, AE

Alan Ryall

alanryall@att.net

Dutch Mostert

dutchmostert@netscape.net

Advisors to Area Representatives
David Weiss

Austin Dwyer

dmweiss@cox.net

Kim Shaklee

kim@kimshaklee.com

aadwyer@verizon.net

Adam Koltz

adamkoltz@sbcglobal.net

Bob Dykes

robert.dykes@cox.net

Grant Saylor

gsaylor@hotmil.com

Dan Frey

info@darkdanceproductions.com

Jon Olson

jonolson2@verizon.net
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Regional Reports
by Mike Killelea
art@killeleart.net

The 2009 Annual Meeting in New Bedford
There was fog and there was rain. Nothing overwhelming mind you,
but enough to let you know this was a port town. And there could not have
been a more ideal port town for our meeting in September. There was also
some sunshine, but not enough to match the good spirits at the various
ASMA events in New Bedford. We were hosted by the superb Whaling
Museum, and walked the cobblestone streets that ran down to the harbor
in this charming old city. We toured the harbor on the schooner “Acushnet” and painted the fishing fleet in the rain, comfortably sheltered under
an overhead roadway. We celebrated our accomplishments, were wowed
by Neil Hughes’ wonderful painting demo and got to enjoy a multitude of
local events going on that weekend. But most of all we got to be with other
marine artists. If you weren’t able to be with us, we missed you, and you
missed a wonderful time.

New ASMA North area Representative
Steve Lush will be the replacement for Joan Hooper who has been the
local area representative for many years. Steve will have his hands full
after all the fine work Joan has done for so long, but he’s anxious to start.
He’s already begun one project by speaking to a friend at the USS Constitution Museum in Charlestown, MA about a Regional exhibit there. Hopefully he’ll get that squared away as he works with his fellow area rep Lisa
Goodwin on additional ASMA North projects. Welcome Steve!

ASMA East 2010 Regional Exhibition highlights
Due to the size of the venues, the amount of art in this exhibit is limited
to 50 pieces, so accepted pieces will almost certainly be limited to members in the ASMA East region.
1-Entries must be submitted electronically by Feb 6;
2-Acceptance notifications will be mailed on Feb. 20th (email notification will be earlier);
3-Accepted artwork must be delivered to the Biggs museum between
March 5th and 8th;
4-Opening reception will be at the Biggs on Sunday, March 14th, at
the Hagerstown Museum Sunday, July 18th, at the Buffalo Navel Park
Museum on Sunday Sept. 26th;
5-Pick up your art in Buffalo between Nov. 1st and 5th …or…your
shipped artwork will be returned to you after Oct. 31st when the exhibit
ends, using the prepaid shipping label you enclosed in your shipping container.
The full prospectus appeared on page 29 of the July ASMA News &
Journal. For any additional questions contact Mike Killelea at art@killeleart.com.

ASMA West Regional Exhibit
The Aqueous IV exhibit at the Ventura County Maritime Museum
opened with a reception on October 17th and will be open to the public
through January 31, 2010. It features thirty-nine pieces by twenty local
members. Images of all the pieces will be shown on the ASMA-West
website (http://asmawest.org) while the show is open.

Do you want to exhibit your work?
Regional Exhibitions are a great way for local members to display
Continued on Page 24
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Current or Future Exhibitions
Aqueous IV Exhibit
The Ventura County Maritime Museum (VCMM) exhibit Aqueous
IV, featuring thirty-nine pieces by twenty members of the American
Society of Marine Artists will open October 3, 2009 and continue
through January 31, 2010 with an opening reception 5:30-7:30 pm on
Saturday, October 17th
Aqueous IV is a juried exhibit limited to work by artists in the ASMA-West Region which covers twenty-two, primarily western states
plus the U.S. Navy fleet post office. The jury consisted of Jacquelyn
Cavish, Curator of Art at VCMM, plus Alan Ryall and Dutch Mostert, both signature members of ASMA. Accepted work includes a
variety of media - oil, watercolor, acrylic and sculpture - and images
of all the pieces will be shown on the ASMA-West website (http://
asmawest.org) when the show opens.
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Regional Reports - Continued from Page 23

their art while getting together with other ASMA artists in their area.
If you’d like to make that happen, you can and we’ll help you. Regional Exhibit guidelines are available that explain what’s involved in
arranging an exhibit and that walk you through the process. Contact
Mike Killelea at art@killeleart.com for a copy.
Book and Video News and Reviews - Continued from Page 4

$24 COMPLETE. That’s right. That’s less than $10 each (the price of
individual volumes if purchased separately). Each volume is hardcover,
beautifully stamped in gold on the spine and cover, with library binding
and close to 300 pages. I have not found these available anywhere else,
and I’m sure the print run is minimal. These could be real collector’s
items some day. They are easy to order. Just go to the website, www.
johnpbenson.org and click on “order books”.
As a side note. It is not often that I say something is a “steal”, but this
price is incredible. I can see where they aren’t interested in just the money.
I mean, on my way back home on a recent trip, I paid $8 for a cheap
mystery novel to read on the plane.

ATTENTION ALL MEMBERS
We ask for your support.

Artists featured in the exhibit include: R. Robert Arlt, Betty
Blount, June Carey, Jack Comiskey, Austin Dwyer, Louis Stephen
Gadal, Frank Gaffney, Steve Henderson, Ray Hunter, Debra
Huse, Harold Johnson, Adam Koltz, Carolyn Hesse-Lowe, William W. Lowe, Dutch Mostert, Jon Olson, Gerrye Riffenburgh,
Alan Ryall, Kim Shaklee and Sylvia Waters.

The VCMM is known not only for its permanent, world-class collection of marine art and historic ship models, but has established a
reputation for exhibiting the work of internationally recognized contemporary marine artists. In 2000, 2002 and 2005, the Museum hosted invitational exhibits of artwork by ASMA-West members, titled
Aqueous, Aqueous II and Aqueous III. Works by several of ASMA’s
best-known artists - David Thimgan, John Stobart, Thomas Hoyne
and Thomas Wells - are exhibited as part of the Museum’s permanent
collection.

I, for one, am happy to have this beautiful set.
*****************

Another book coming out in about a month should prove to be a “real
read” for those of you who are in love with the Chesapeake Skipjacks.
One of our plein air artists down here in Florida sent me a publisher’s
release notice about a book her son was publishing on this favored topic.
“SKIPJACK: The Story of America’s Last sailing Oystermen” by
Christopher White, St. Martin’s Press, chronicles the Chesapeake’s life
history and the impending death of our nation’s fishery under sail, a
colorful and valuable piece of Americana.
(Peter Matthiessen, The Snow Leopard and Men’s Lives)

NOW YOU CAN BUY YOUR ART SUPPLIES ONLINE AND ALSO HE
SUPPORT THE AMERICAN SOCIETY OF MARINE ARTISTS TOO
Featured prominently in White’s book is Tilghman Island’s legend,
Captain Wade Murphy and his Skipjack, Miss Kim. For those of you who
know Wade, this will be a real treat. I’ve had the pleasure of going out
on his Skipjack and also “tipping quite a few” with him at a local St.
Michael’s, MD “tappy”. The book is due out in November and is available
for pre-order at Amazon. I have pre-ordered my copy already.

We have entered into an agreement with DICK BLICK ART SUPPLIES

The museum is open daily and is located in Oxnard Fisherman’s
Wharf area at 2731 S. Victoria Avenue, Oxnard 93035. Entry is free
to the public. For additional information see the Museum’s web site
at www.vcmm.org or call (805) 984-6260.

FOR EVERY $$$ DOLLAR $$$ YOU SPEND WITH DICK BL
THEY WILL DONATE
TOWhaling
THE A.S.M.A.
New12%
Bedford
Museum

Congratulations to our newest
“signature” members
• Collins, Jacob
• Lussier, David
• Henderson, Steve
• Moore, Larry B.
• Lush, Steven
• Young, Katherine

Fall Lecture Series • November 5, 2009

Maritime Art

ALL YOU NEED TO DO IS:
Modern Perspective by John Stobart
1. Start by opening the A.S.M.A.
Website:
http://americansocietyofmarineartists.com
new fellow emeritI
on the front
page
2. Bond
• Willard
• William
Ryan go to the link to DICK BLICK Bann
IN MEMORIAM
• Norma Jay
• John Stobart
AND
CLICK
on
the
link.
• Victor Mays
• Donald Stoltenburg
Go to the ASMA Website and order your supplies from Blick...it helps ASMA

Historical Perspective by Stuart Frank PhD

Frank was Director of the Kendall Whaling museum until its merger
with the New Bedford Whaling Museum and is now Senior Curator.

Stobart, who trained at the Royal Academy Schools in London is
a maritime painter and ASMA Fellow Emeritus whose subject matter
includes modern ships and recreation of nineteenth century American ports and harbors.

At press time we were informed of two additional ASMA
members who passed away this year. Perhaps we will have more
information for you about these folks in the January issue.

Robert J. Bach • Bellingham, WA 98227
Died June 9, 2009
Warren P. Aldoretta • Penfield, NY
Died Aug. 21, 2009
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Christine’s Log Book - Continued from Page 6

good friends. He is the author of “On the Wind – the photographs of
Norman Fortier”, “Yachting in America – the Eastern Yacht Club” and
is a trustee and advisor to the International Yacht Restoration School. I
will add here, he is a very relaxed, interesting speaker.
Sunday finished off our weekend with a painting demo by Neal
Hughes. Any artist who volunteers for this duty is instantly dubbed
a hero. Can you imagine
yourself showing an
ASMA audience how
you paint?! Some of
our group remained in
New Bedford for their
Chowder Festival in
Custom House Square.
Others set off on
extended vacations up
North or on Cape Cod.
We visited old friends
gathered on the Cape
revisiting favorite places.
More of New Bedford
For some reason, we had
never spent any time in Chatham. It is a lovely town with lots of
interesting shopping. Their claim to fame this year is the appearance
of Great White sharks who discovered the colony of seals on rocks off
the coast. We didn’t see any.
Meanwhile back on the West Coast, ASMA artists gathered at
Coos Bay in July for the Coos Art Museum’s 16th Annual Maritime
Art Exhibition. Many thanks to Austin Dwyer, Alan Ryall, Dutch
Mostert and Jim Davenport’s wife, Archie, for sending me the
following information on West Coast adventures. Those receiving
awards at Coos Bay were: Austin Dwyer - Best of
Show, Frank Gaffney - Director’s Award, Harold
Johnson - Port Award, Richard Boyer, Jon Olson
and Grant Saylor - Awards of Merit.
Those juried into this now official ASMA
exhibition were: Allen Adams, Lori Aylesworth,
John Benjamin, Scott Berger, Richard Boyer,
Sather Bruguiere, Donald Curran, Austin
Dwyer, Michael Ferguson, Frank Gaffney, Jim
Griffiths, Susan Hazard, Curt Hitch, Paula
Holtzclaw, Donald Howard, Jeffrey Hull, Don
Jenson. Steven Johanneson, Harold Johnson,
Geri Keary, Beverly Major, Bob Martin, Mike
Mazer, Don McMichael, Jerry Mitchell, Linda
Norton, Jon Olson, Robert Parks, Ronald
Parry, Gene Poole, Sharon Rajnus, George
Rothery, Alan Ryall, Val Sandell, Grant Saylor,
William Selden, Jeanne Tubman, Bruce Von
Stetina, Ken Wallin, Keith Wilkie and Terry
Woodall.
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painting, “Monkey First”, is an historical of a schooner throwing
a line to a waiting steam tug. Two “explorers” in Grant Saylor’s
“Exploring the Pacific” are climbing about on a huge Northwest pine
tree that has fallen on to the Pacific beach from the thick pine forest
in the background.
Reports are unanimous that everyone had a great time as usual in
Coos Bay. Alan mentioned that the weather was “Oregonian” - the
first time in his eleven years of attending. The several years we were
lucky to go, Oregon was having heat waves. Despite the rain which
made plein air painting somewhat difficult, Alan and Jon Olson tried
to paint from Jon and Natalie’s balcony in the Mill Casino. Alan thinks
his painting is worthy of the “western AshCan movement”. The night
before, the artists had a chance to view the paintings then all headed to
Coos Bay’s favorite Mexican restaurant where Austin decided it was
Grant Saylor’s birthday and had the staff sing “Happy Birthday”. So,
Grant sang a bit, too. I’ll bet he was offered their enormous Mexican
sombrero to wear for the occasion. Charles of Charleston and Kurt
Hitch had to leave early so were regrettably missed at the dinner.
The dinner to meet the artists was at 5:00 p.m., following the
opening reception and award announcements. Natalie Olson came
up with some of her fun limericks. Buck Braden and Austin were
her targets. Award winning author and painter, Austin Dwyer was
awarded “Best of Show” for his painting “the Whalers”. Buck Braden
was Coos Art Museum’s featured artist this year. The dinner was well
attended, but they substituted a silent auction instead of a real bidding
one because the weather necessitated moving the event indoors. This
may have depressed sales. Dutch Mostert and Joanie had “a bunch
of the usual suspects “over to their beautiful home overlooking Coos
Bay. Alan tells me that Austin “provided piano accompaniment for
a chorus of Irish and patriotic songs, with a fine rendition of Danny
Boy by Grant Saylor, who used to sing opera”. I wish I had been
there! You can view the exhibit at the Museum website. Dan Frey
has done an excellent update on the ASMA West
web - www.asmawest.org. You can also view
the CAM exhibition and others on this website.
Dan has also listed the ASMA West members and
their e-mail and websites.

There were two recent articles in the
Washington Times that are of interest. The one
by Matthew Sturdevant chronicles the cases of
private boats left abandoned at Maryland and
Virginia marinas because their owners can no
longer afford to pay for their upkeep. After a
certain period of time they are usually put up
for auction – with few buyers. The other article
by Abraham Rabinovitch (and subsequently
by others) with a Jerusalem dateline details
the mystery of a Russian freighter hijacked in
July, now safe, but with no explanation of what
happened to this date in September. The Arctic
Sea did not sail from Finland as first reported, but
Jump For Joy • Ocean City, MD
from Kaliningrad, a Russian harbor on the Baltic
Austin’s oil painting, “The Whalers”, is a rich historical known for its traffic in illegal weapons. The original report was that
painting of two whaling schooners in high seas off the Banks, long the Arctic Sea sailed from Finland enroute to Algeria with a load of
boats lowered and sailors scrambling. Peaceful is the dominant word timber. Somewhere near Sweden, the captain radioed that his ship had
for Frank Gaffney’s oil painting, “Nice Row of Seats” - a row been hijacked by eight men. Then all communication was lost. Three
boat beside a larger boat in a calm, still harbor. By contrast, Harold weeks later the ship was found off of Cape Verde and subsequently
Johnson’s oil, ‘Tillamook Bay,” is a harbor filled with commercial boarded by Russian commandos. Time magazine quoted “Adm. Tarmo
fishing vessels, a mass of masts and rigging doubled by their reflection Kouts, the European Union’s rapporteur on piracy, as saying that the
in the water. Richard Boyer’s oil, “Walking Through the Dunes”, most likely explanation for the ‘bizarre’ incident was that the vessel
is a sunny day marine landscape of three people in bright clothing was carrying advanced missiles destined for a muslin country and that
climbing down the dunes to the water seen below. Jon Olson’s oil
Continued on Page 26
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its hijacking had been carried out by Israel”. Speculation closer to
the truth is that although the Russian government was not involved,
Russian businessmen were planning the sale of advanced S-300 antiaircraft missiles and X-500 anti-ship missiles all of which are on Iran’s
wish list. Contrary to the Admiral’s speculation, the favored scenario
is that possibly the Mossad passed a tip on to Russian authorities,
who “hijacked” the ship after it picked up some lumber for cover
somewhere near Sweden. The eight boarders identified themselves as
Swedish police and arrested the crew at gunpoint. The crew noted that
the boarding party “spoke Russian among themselves”. The Arctic
Sea was then permitted by the “hijackers” to continue sailing to the
African coast where the Russian commandos “rescued “them. Eight
Russian cargo planes brought back the ship’s cargo. I think there is
material for a novel here!
Those attending the New Bedford AGM were: David Bareford,
Willard Bond, Christine and Bill Diehlmann, Bill and Carolyn
Doying, Lisa Egeli, Peter and Stu Egeli, Efrain Fay, Cathy Ferrell,
Lisa Goodwin, Ron Harrison, Joan Colt Hooper, Neal Hughes,
Mike and Fern Karas, Mike and Kathy Killelea, Russ Kramer,
Bob and Joan Lagasse, Elizabeth and William Langfield, Pauline
and Joe Lorfano, Steve Lush, Emilee and Champ Lyons, Ian and
Jean Marshall, Mike and Marilyn Mazer, Mimi Merton, Ann
Mohnkern, Arthur Moniz, Dick and Toshii Moore, Bill Muller,
Don and Vivian Norris, John and Judith Roach, Charles and
Barbara Robinson, Sergio Roffo, Bob and Phyllis Semler, Kim
and Elwin Shaklee, Charles and Pat Sharpe, Anthony and Dorothy
Thompson, Lois and Dave Toole and Bob and Jane Walker.
All Photgraphs courtesy Christine Diehlmann
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Assorted Scuttlebut - continued from Page 20

Having full color also increases the expenditures we need to put out
in printing, so this will be the time to “tighten” the newsletter and save
a few dollars, putting it into color rather than paper. This is also the
reason there are two pages in this issue of a survey that Mike Killelea
created and had filled out in NB by the members in attendance. We
would like you to take a few minutes and fill one out, too, and mail it
to Mike at the address shown on page one of the survey. It will give
us a better idea of the future of the newsletter. Of course, I assume
you will Xerox it instead of cutting up this fine publication. But, your
choice. We want your ideas and, as I’ve said many times, the newsletter is our main source of communication and benefit for you. Help us
out and we can continue to improve and give you what you want.
We also discussed with the Fellows, and they have decided to help
us out, the idea of having an article each issue by one of them, discussing topics they feel important to members, whether it be painting techniques, ideas to help with accuracy of your subject, whatever.
Russ Kramer, our Managing Fellow this year, has agreed to helm this
project and get it off the ground. We feel the Fellows, whom we all
look up to for their artistic merit, are the ideal folks to present interesting articles for you.
Christine has talked about the New Bedford meeting in great detail
in her column this issue so I won’t dwell on it here, except to say that I
felt it was one of our better AGM’s in spite of the Nor’easter that came
through and the constant rain. We had close to 70 people attend, many
“old-timers”, and this year a lot of new members. It is always exciting
for me to meet new attendees and look forward to having you back
every year for this big “family reunion”. And speaking of AGM’s,
where will it be next year? Well folks, all of our people in the South
who have been asking us to come down their way will finally get the
opportunity they want and next year’s AGM will be right here on the
sun coast of Florida, in Sarasota. We are planning for somewhere in
the mid-September/early October range, but dates and hotel commitments have to be weighed in. Val Sandell, one of our Florida reps and
I have been working with the Sarasota Tourist and Convention Bureau
and I must say they have come up with some potential winners. We
will be looking for a waterfront venue at the right price! More details and hopefully a more substantial itinerary will be available come
the January issue. The AGM Committee currently consists of myself
(Chair), Peter Maytham, Val Sandell and Ann Brodie Hill, our other
Southern rep from Georgia. Please start making plans for this event.
We are working hard to make this a great one and Florida at that time
of the year is almost always good weather (colse to the end of the hurricane season, and, before the mass implosion of snowbirds).
So, please enjoy the issue, start getting used to color, and understand about the e-mail and website information pages.
Oh, and one last thing, and it is NOW extremely important. If you
are sending images for use in the newsletter, they MUST be 300dpi
high resolution to be used in the newsletter. That is standard print
quality resolution. If the only thing you have available are 72dpi camera images, either they must be converted to hi-res before being sent,
or they have to be large enough where I can convert them here. Also
keep in mind that my server only allows 10MB of memory in any one
mailing. So, images must be smaller than that, or sent in more than
one mailing. The best bet is just to burn them to a CD or DVD and
send them to me at the address on page 2. Just be sure to burn the disc
so it is both PC and Mac compatible. Any questions, just email me at
rcsart42@verizon.net. If the images are not up to spec, I cannot run
them and that just means disappointment.
And as another year starts to roll by, may I take this opportunity to
wish all of you a very Merry Christmas and a Happy New Year, and
if you celebrate other events, have a great one also. See ‘ya next year!
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IN MEMORIAM

Lawrence Blumenthal
1927 - 2009

ASMA is sad to announce the passing of one of our longtime artist members, Lawrence Blumenthal, 83, of Fair Lawn, NJ. He died July 1st of pneumonia. Larry has been a member since 1985 and was squarely in the school
of tight, illustrator-like renditions. Draftsmanlike detail and exceptional accuracy are evident in his many paintings.
Born January 4, 1927, Larry showed early artistic talent and attended the
High School of Art and Design in New York City. After a stint in the army
during WWII, he started his career as a commercial artist and was the owner
of a studio in New York for forty years. He always had a love of ships and
scratch-built about a dozen models known for their exquisite detail. Each
model took months to research and
construct and they survive to this
day in the homes of family members. Larry and his wife, Cynthia,
went on many cruises during their
almost 60 years of marriage. Ships
include the Rotterdam, Masdam,
Oceanic, Vistafjord, and most recently, the Queen Mary 2.
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(David, Richard, and Martha), and six grandchildren around college age. Although about 60 of his paintings hang proudly in the homes of family members and customers, most of the models including fifty 1250-scale metal waterline models now reside in the home of his son, Rich, in southern California,
who has transformed his family room into a maritime museum. Larry may
have passed on but his work will be Blumenthal family heirlooms for generations to come.

Normandie

Battleship New Jersey BB-62

Upon retirement in 1985 Larry took up fine art full time, and eventually
drew inspiration from the excellent marine paintings of Capt. Stephen J. Card
of Bermuda, among others. His artwork centered mostly around the great midcentury ocean liners, although he has dabbled with contemporary liners, ferries, tugboats, naval vessels, sailboats, and yachts.
The painting selected to become a fine art print was the Normandie depicted sailing out of New York Harbor in 1935. Atmospheric perspective visible at
the stern gives the viewer a sense of scale over the ship’s 1029 feet. The long
blue pennant flying from the aft mast is the Blue Riband which the Normandie
held in 1935 until the Queen Mary earned it the following year. Upon its arrival in New York, the Normandie created a sensation with its stunning Art
Deco style that transformed the design world in the 1930s. During WWII the
US Navy seized the Normandie and renamed it the USS Lafayette whereupon
it came to an untimely demise during the process of conversion into a troop
ship. The exquisite design, technical achievements, and colorful story made
the Normandie Larry’s favorite among his marine paintings.
Larry’s rendition of the battleship, New Jersey (BB-62), has developed
quite a story. Ten years ago the State of New Jersey contacted him requesting
permission to use the painting as a cover for the 1999 state budget, which he
granted. Earlier this year the painting came to the attention of the commission
that runs the maritime museum on board the actual ship which is docked in
Camden, NJ. They were hoping they could borrow the painting on extended
loan to hang in the captain’s quarters to be viewed by the many visitors taking
a guided tour. Although the details are still being worked out, it is clearly a
great honor which fortunately was conferred before Larry’s death.
Sadly, Larry developed macular degeneration about fifteen years ago and
was unable to continue the tight, draftsmanlike artistic style that was the
hallmark of his work. Larry is survived by his wife, Cynthia, three children

CALL TO MARINE ARTISTS
The Copley Society of art is seeking submissions for the
upcoming juried Maritime exhibition Atlantic and Beyond.
The dates for the exhibition are May 20 - June 19, 2010.

SPECIAL GUEST JUROR JOHN STOBART
ENTRY GUIDELINES: All submissions must be paintings of the Maritime tradition and
submitted as digital images on a CD, along with the completed Jury Entry Form (available
on our website). Accepted artists are responsible for transporting their work. Up to 3
entries welcome. Fee per entry is $50 for non-members and $25 for Co|So members.

Submission deadline: March 5, 2010
Please send all materials to:
Copley Society of art, 158 Newbury Street, Boston, MA 02116
For more information and to download a jury entry form,
please visit our website at www.copleysociety.org or email info@copleysociety.org.

ASMA’s New FULL COLOR BROCHURE Is
Ready For All Member’s Promotional Needs

Production of our new 3-fold ASMA promotional brochure is complete and they are now available for
use. In addition to Regional Representatives (up to 50 maximum) using them for potential venues, we
encourage all to request one (up to 10 maximum) for your own purposeful use to promote our Society.

This New Brochure Is The Best Way To Get The Word Out
About ASMA. Contact Us Today To Request Your Copies.
E-Mail Peter Maytham At:

30th Anniversary

asma1978@verizon.net

COLOR CATALOG

Special Reduced Prices for ASMA members ONLY by mail and this offer.**

The 14th National Exhibition 107-page color catalog is available to
all members for $16.95 ea. (Members with work in the exhibition:
$10.00 ea). Send a check or money order (US dollars) for $16.95 (or
$10.00 if that applies) per catalog + S&H (see below) payable to ASMA
along with your name, shipping address and phone number.
*1 catalog add $4.95;
2 add $5.50;
3-5 add $6.95;
10 or more add $12.00

Members Appearing in Catalog
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00*
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ASMA Member Discount Price
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$

95*
Each
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o Please send __________copy(s) of the ASMA 30th Anniversary National Exhibition Color Catalog.
Enclosed is my check/MO for _____________which includes_____________shipping and handling
costs. ( o I am an Exhibiting Member )
*Please allow 6-8 weeks for delivery **Please note: Retail Price is $19.95 at museums.

Name..............................................................................
Address..........................................................................
City............................................... State..... ...Zip..............
Phone.............................................................................
E-Mail..............................................................................

Please make checks payable to
“ASMA”
and mail with this form to:

ASMA 30th Anniversary
Color Catalog
PO Box 247 • Smithfield, VA 23430

